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Chapter h 1 
I 
INTI RODUCT ION 1 
The word cadenza has been used with many meanings. For the I 
purpose of this study, it is defined as an ornamental passage that 1 
forms part of the soloistg s or soloistst1 final cadence of a movement I I 
in a concerto or sonata.' In the eighteenth century, the cadenza was t I 
mostly inserted between the tonic six-four chord, which bore a fermata 1 
sign, and the dominant seventh chord of the cadence, while the accom- i 
3 ! panying instruments paused. I 
1 
Until the nineteenth century, musicians normally performed only I 
I 
I 
contemporary music or music written a generation or two previously. 
1 
I 
I 
The difference between the notation of the music and the way in which I 
I 
l 
it was intended to be performed was bridged by oral or aural teaching. i 1 
A performer could learn all he needed to know about his art by taking I I 
lessons from competent teachers and by listening intelligently to the i I 
1. Eighteenth-century writers employ terms which transliterate awk- 
wardly into English as cadenza for one part, cadenza for two parts, 
etc. I have therefore coined the terms solo cadenza, double ca- I 
denza triple cadenza, and multiple cadenza, to refer to cadenzas I 
- 9  , 
I 
I 
for one, two, three, and more than three soloists, respectively. 
i 
2. The ornamental passages performed at fermata signs elsewhere than i 
the final cadence (eighteenth-century writers distinguish them from i 
the cadenza by the naae fermata) are not considered in this study. I 
I 
3. Some exceptional cases, in which the cadenza does not begin on a 
I 
tonic six-four chord, or in which the accompanying instruments do I I 
not pause, will be discussed later (see pp. 16, 17, and 19). I i 
i 
I j 
j 
I 

I centrate upon the bag oftricks which the performer as 
I 
I wizard-virtuoso (not asamaker of music) is totrot out 
I for in~~ection.4 
I 
I 
Recently, Stanley Sadie wrote: 
"The dullest part of the concerto, where you have to wait 
patiently for the music to start up again": that was a 
friend's reaction when I mentioned cadenzas recently. I 
admit to something more than a sneaking sympathy. There 
must be something wrong to make people react in this way, 
and it is, I discover, quite a common reaction-gnat the one, 
presumably, that composers intended to provoke. 
My own dissatisfaction with the woodwind cadenzas I heatd has led me 
I 
I 
i to undertake the present study. It is an attempt, based on an exami- 
nation of theoretical and practical sources, to discover what the 
woodwind cadenza was like in the, eighteenth century. In Chapter 7, the 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I cadenza that emerges is compared with that favored by modern editors i 
4 
Chapter 2 
GENERAL SURVEY OF SOURCES 
The source material used in the preparation of this study was 
assembled in three ways. First, I attempted to find all the extant 
eighteenth-century writings on the cadenza from both woodwind and 
nonwoodwind sources.' Second, I gathered as many eighteenth-century 
woodwind cadenzas as possible within the limitations of my resources. 2 
Third, I collected all the eighteenth-century cadenzas for nonwoodwind 
instruments I chanced upon during the course of my research. 
The material has pronounced strengths and weaknesses, First, 
all the writings about cadenzas in woodwind sources are connected with 
1. Indispensable for locating woodwind writings was Thomas E, Warner, 
An Annotated Bibliography of Woodwind Instruction Books, 1600-1830, 
Vol. XI of ~etroit studies in~usic Bibliography (~etroit: ' Infor- 
mation ~oordipators, Inc., 19'67). 
2. The University of Iowa Music Library has bought microfilms of music 
for the use of many writers of theses and dissertations on woodwind 
literature, Of prime importance were the eighteenth-century oboe 
concertos obtained for Robert G. Humiston's A Study of the Oboe 
Concertos o f  Alessandro Besozzi and Johann Christian Fischer with a 
Thematic Index of 201 Eighteenth-Century Oboe Concqrtos Available 
( P ~ . D .  dissertation, 
concertantes for James 
M, Stoltiets A,Syrnphonie Concertante Type: The Concerto for Mlxed 
Woodwind ~n~emble in the ~iassic period. , , . ( 2  vols.; 'P~.D'. dis- 
sertation, University of Iowa, 1962). Professor Himie Voxman' s 
personal collection includes further microfilms for the same pur- 
pose, and also music--especially for the clarinet--reflecting his 
own research interests, 
. 

the hand of one performer (see pp. 13J4). The few nonwoodwind caden- I 
zas found are of even more limited provenance than the woodwind 
I  
cadenzas; therefore, no general conclusions can be drawn from them. 
Writings about Cadenzas before ca. 1760 
oil. 
Johann Joachim Quantz. Versuch eirrer Anweisung die Flute traversiere 
zu, spielen. Berlin, 1752. English translation, On P1,ayiqg the 
Flute, by Edward R. Reilly. London: Faber & Faber; New York: 
-
Free Press, 1966. Facsimile of 3rd German (1789) edn., edo 
Hans-Peter Schmitz. Kassel: DBrenreiter, 1953. 
Page numbers cited in this study refer to the Reilly 
translation, from which all quotations are taken. 
The exceptional importance of Quantzls book is discussed by 
Reilly in the introduction to his excellent English translation and in 
his .3 Quantzls chapter "Of 
Cadenzas" (chapter XV, pp. 179-95) is the earliest and most compre- 
hensive source of instruction for the woodwind cadenza, Although the 
book is ostensibly for the flute, Quantz states that 
except in matters of fingering and embouchure, the oboe and 
bassoon have much in common with the transverse flute, 
Hence those who apply theyselves to one of these two instru- 
ments may profit . . . in general, from the entire method 
for the flute, in so far as it does not have to do with 
fingering and embouchure. (P. 85) 
Thus Quantzts instructions make up to some extent for the lack of 
material in methods for the oboe, clarinet, and bassoon. 
Quantz begins with a short history of the cadenza, then con- 
siders the major aspects of both solo and double cadenzas. Because he 
I 

Gduseppe Tartini. 
ca. 1752-1756. 
sl) 
musique, by P. Denis. Paris, 1771. Modern edn. of French text 
ed. Erwin R. Jacobi,with English translation from French text by 
Cuthbert Girdlestone,and facsimile of pp. 4-43 of Italian text. 
Calfe: Moeck, 1961. 
Jacobi's research suggests that Tartini did not write a violin 
treatise himself, but rather dictated lectures to his pupils. Two 
sets of lecture notes are extant, one held by the library of the Uni- 
versity of California at Berkeley and orre (in the hand of Giovanni 
Francesco ~icolai) by the library of the Conservatorio di Musica 
'Benedetto Marcella' in Venice. The eighteenth-century French trans- 
lationappears to have been made from still another set of lecture 
notes, The facsimile edition was made from part of the Venice text; 
its chapter "Cadenze artifizialitl is essentially the same as the chap- 
ter "Cadences artificielles quton appelle en fran ois point dlorgue" f 
in the French translation. The chapter is princfpally concerned with 
the various kinds of figures one can use within the basic harmonic 
scheme of the cadenzaand ways in which this scheme may be extended. 
The Venice manuscript includes a supplement4 (not reproduced 
in the facsimile) entitled "Raccolta di diversi altri modi naturali di 
cadenze natu-rali e d$ cadenze fatte ad arbitrfo," which contains a 
collection of thirty-six cadenzas arranged by key, five of them at- 
tributed to Nicolai, the rest presumably by Tartini. 
4. & would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Jacobi for lending me 
a copy of this supplement and for atlowing me to write about it 
prior to the publication of his edition. 
Musical Examples before ca. 1760 
-
As mentioned above, few woodwind cadenzas from before E, 1760 
were found, Cadenzas that can be assigned approximately to this pe- I1 
riod are those in two flute sonatas by Giovanni Platti (published 2. 
1743) and in the flute method of Charles Delusse. 5 
Tn the library of the University a£ California at Berkeley is 
a set of four manuscripts containing seventy-bne violin cadenzas, 
I 
fl I 
t3 
written in three different hands, The cadenzas were probably written I 
i 
around 1760 or even earlier. 
5. Charles Delusse, LIArt de la flOte traversiere (paris, ca. 17611, 
pp. 27-38. The cadenzas form p'art' of a set of twelve caprices for 
solo flute--extremely difficult studies in a style based on con- 
temporaneous Italian violin technique. Towards the end of each 
caprice is a sign indicating the beginning of a portion that "can 
be used at the end of concertos for the flute," and corresponding 
to a sign (below each piece) indicating held dominant and tonic 
notes in the bass clef. (similar virtuosic caprices with cadenzas 
at the end are found in the violin literature of the eighteenth 
century--see pp. 18-19.] In a few cases, it is impossible to se- 
parate the beginning of the cadenza from the body of the caprice. 
For this reason it is doubtful whether the cadenzas are exactly 
like those Delusse would have improvised or written for flute con- 
certos. 
6. It. 1017a-e, The manuscripts form part of the collection of 
eighteenth-century Italian instrumental music that includes one of 
the Tartini violin treatise manuscripts. See Vincent Duckles and 
Minnie Elmer 
about 1737 to 1745, who settled in or near Padua. The other two 
copyists probably worked at Padua, the on? in whose hand there are 
fifty-six of the cadenzas being active s. 1761-1764. 
I 
Writings about Cadenzas after ca. 1760 
Dr. Antonio Lorenzoni. . 
Vicenza, 1779. 
Johann Samuel Petri. Anleitung zur praktischen Musik. 2nd edn. 
Leipzig, 1782. 
J .JON. R [ibocG. "Ueber Musik, an F1t)tenliebhabe.r insonderheit ," 
(~arnbur~) ed. Carl Friedrich Cramer, I (17831, 
Franz Anton Schlegel. Grtindl&che Anleitung die Fl8te zu spielen nach 
Quantzens Anweisung. Graz, 1788. 
Lorenzoni's flute method is largely derived from that of 
Quantz. The chapter "Delle cadenzef' (chapter XV, pars. 133-43) is 
actually less derivative than the others, for Lorenzoni augments 
Quant z s informat ion concerning the harmonic scope of cadenzas and 
I 
I the ways of beginning and ending them, and also has a new set of musi- 
cal examples. He is primarily concerned with the solo cadenza; the 
double cadenza merits only two short closing paragraphs. 
The second edition of Petri's Anleitung includes instructional 
material for the flute freely based on that of Quantz. Only a short 
paragraph in his addenda (chapter VIII, par. 1, 483) is concerned 
with cadenzas, but it includes new information about their length, 
Ribock's wittily written article ridicules the type of caden- 
za he usually heard and also the taste of contemporary audiences, for 
whose gratification he proposes some novel cadenzas. 
As the name suggests, Schlegells flute method is a rewritten 
version of Quantz. The second section of his chapter rtV6n den Tril- 
lern und Kadenzenl' (Chapter IX, pp. 93-94) is an abridgement of 
I 
Quantzts material on the solo cadenza with the addition of two new 

12 
Giambattista Mancini. Pensieri, o riflessioni pratiche sopra il canto 
figurata. Vienna, 1'774. 3rd ci.e.  2ndj edn. Milan, 1777. 
'English translation of both edns., Practical Reflections on Fi- 
by Edward Foreman. Champaign, Illinois: Pro 
Page numbers cited in this study refer to the Foreman 
translation, from which all quotations (with a few modifications) 
are taken. 
Johann Adam Hiller. . 
Leipzig, 1780. 
Mancinits celebrated vocal treatise is, above all, practical. 
His chapter "Of Cadenzasiv (~nglish translation, pp. 54-57) gives ad- 
vice to the teacher on how to train the student to develop the 
stamina and musical insightnecessary for singing cadenzas. The sec- 
ond edition af the treatise adds some important paragraphs explaining 
the two prevalent schools of thought with respect to the purpose and 
content of the contemporaneous vocal cadenza. 
liiller* s chapter "Van den Cadenzenil (chapter VIII, pp* 108-28) 
is based on Agsicola. Hiller adds a number of examples, however, both 
of figures suitable for a cadenza and of cadenzas illustrating approx- 
imately the harmonic scope and how it may be extended. His book also 
includes two cadenzas in each of two arias for which simple and orna- 
mented melodies are given. 8 
8. Arie m i t  willkUhrlicher Vertlnderung," pp. 135-40 and "Aria con 
Daniel. GottEob Ttlrk. Klavierschule, oder hnweisyng zum Klavierapielen 
fur Lehrer und Lernende. Leipzig & Hafle, 1789. Facsimile ed. 
Erwin R. Jacsbi. Kassel: B3renreiter, 1962. 
As TCtrk acknowledges, his chapter 'Ton den verzierten Ka- 
denzenU (chapter V, 2nd section, pp. 308-22) could not have been 
wrttten without the work of Quantz. His treatment of 911 aspects of 
the cadenza is, nevertheless, thought out afresh and therefore of 
importance. Cadenzas for woodwind instruments are mentioned specifi- 
cally with respect to their length, 
Musical Examples after ca, 1760 
Many sketches of sadenzas were made by eighteenth-century 
woodwind players in the manuscript parts of sonatas and especially con- 
certos. Rich collectd~ns of manuscripts ineluding such cadenzas are 
to be found in two libraries, the Badische Landesbiblfothek in Karls- 
ruhe and the FUrstlich Thurn und Taxfssahe Bofbibliothek in Regensburg. 
Twenty-four flute cadenzas from Karlsruhe were available to me. Some 
cadenzas preserved in writings by Schering and Schmitz were from 
scripts destroyed in the bombing of the library in 1942. 9 
The Regensburg library possesses a large collection af wood- 
wind music of all kinds, dating mainly from the period 1775b1805, 
Cadenza sketches are to be found in many concertos and other works for 
one or more woodwind instruments and orchestra, the greatest number in 
the oboe concertos, of which thirty-six have legible sketches (those in 
a few more concertos are illegible) .lo The most probable composer of 
these oboe cadenzas is Milan-born Giovanni Palestrini (1744-1829), 
who was first oboist in the court orchestra at Regensburg from 1772 
onwards and famed throughout Europe. 11 
Additional solo cadenzas were found in manuscripts from Breslau, 
I Genoa, Paris, Prague, ~chwerini, and Stockholm, and cadenzas for more 
than one instrument in manuscripts from Florence, Genoa, Paris, and 
I Prague, as well as eighteenth-century prints. A late edition of the 
flute method by Fran ois Dwienne includes cadenzas, but no instruc- S 
tional material. 12 
The great majority of woodwind cadenzas found can be assigned 
only to the general period z.rl760-1800; yet the primary 
I 
I 
I 
10. Someof the cadenzas have amendations or additions. Twenty of the 
oboe concettos have pages where the performer wrote several ver- 
sions of a particular cadenza, perhaps attempting to improve the 
the cadenza, perhaps because he needed different cadenzas for new 
performances of the concerto. 
12. The first edition, Nouvelle rntthode thtorique et pratique pour la 
fldte (paris, z. 1792)~ has nothing relating to cadenzas, but the 
-
bilingual version, ~(thode pour la f late, par F. Devienne. Fran- 
ais et allemand (Offenbach, 2. 18051, includes four cadenzas 
{emarkable for elaborate eddings between the final trill and its 
resolution (pp. 62-63). 

Chapter 3 
A B R I E F  HISTORY OF THE CADENZA 
In this chapter an attempt will be made to put the 
eighteenth-century cadenza in perspective by surveying briefly the 
history of cadenzas in general from the sixteenth to the nineteenth 
centuries. To compile such a history is a difficult task, for no fun- 
damental research has apparently been done on the subject since2 KnCldtls 
oft-cited paper of 1924.l The present chapter has been pieced to- 
gether mainly from the little secondary source materiel that exists. 
A cadenza is an ornamented extension of ar particular cadence 
in a piece of music, Ornamented cadences can be traced back to the 
diminution techniques of the Renaissance: the first woodwiqd (recor- 
der) method, Sylvestro Ganassi' s Fontegara of 1535, already had a 
2 great number of examples. These ornamented cadences were not yet ca- 
denzas, for there is no sense of the solo part playing while the 
other parts pause, 
1, Heinrich Knedt, "Zur Entwicklungsges~hichte der Kadenzen im 
Instrumental-Konzert," ~arnmelbtinde der Internationalen Musikgesell- 
schaft XV (1913-141, pp. 375-414. The encyclopaedia Die Musik in 
-
Geschichte und Gegenwart (14 vols. to date; ed. Friedrich Blume 
LKassel: Btlrenreiter , 1949- 3 ) , which might be expected to in- 
clude a summary of recent research, does not even have an article 
on the cadenza, 
2. Modern edn. ed. Hildemarie Pzter , transl. Dorothy Swainson (~erlin- 
Lichterfelde: Lienau, 19591, pp. 97-104. 
I The earliest type of cadenza is found over a dominant pedal I point. In one of his violin sonatas of 1649, M e  Uccellini has a 
written-out ornamental passage over a dominant pedal point. (beginning 
3 
with a dominant chord). This type of cadenza is still found with 
4 Corelli: the much quoted example in the second movement of his vio- 
j lin sonata Opus 5 No. 3, published in 1700, begins with the dominant 
I 
I seventh chord and continues with a dominant pedal point tasto. solo. 
I 
I Quantz baieved the earliest cadenza to be the "little passage 
I 
I 
I 
I over a moving bass, to which a good trill was attached," used in the 
1 
I 
I last few years of the seventeenth century and the first ten years of 
1 
1 
the eighteenth (p .  179). Quantz added that the later kind of cadenza, 
"in which the bass must pause," became fashionable approximately be- 
tween 1710 and 1716 (pp. 179-80). A form of this kind of cadenza, 
however, already e.xisted in 1705 in the "perfidies" preserved in some 
1 works by Torelli, 5 
I 
I 
I Antonio Vivaldi was probably responsible for the further de- 
1 
1 
I velopment of the early cadenzaa6 He used the cadenza ih three ways: 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 3. Cited in Arnold Schering, Geschichte des 1nstrumentalko.nzerts bis 
1 
I auf die Gegenwart (2nd edn. ; ~ei~zig:' Breitkopf & Hlirtel, 1927) , 
p. lllc 
I 
4. See, e.go KnBdt, op, cit., p. 391. 
I 5. See Schering, loc. cit. and Walter Kolneder, Antonio Vivaldi: His 
I 
I Life and Work, transl. Bill Hopkins  o on don: Faber & Faber; 
~erkele~ & Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1970)~ 
I p* 121. 
I 
60 The following information on VLvald$.'s cadenzas is tiken from 
1 'Kolneder, lac. cit. 
j 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
the cadenza 
a place was 
w a s  written out as an organic part of the movement; 
left for the soloist to improvise a cadenza; or ( c )  
violinist-composers Tartini and Veracini. Tartini later reverted to 
the less virtuosic type of cadenza referred to in his violin treatise 
and written down by him and his pupils in the sources mentioned above I 
(see pp. 8-9). 
In France, the cadenza was not taken up until relatively late I 
in the eighteenth century. In 1768, Rousseau stated that, in contrast 
to Italian music, French music--especially for the Voice--left no op- 
8 portunity for cadenzas. Some cadenzas must, however, have been 
introduced into France along with the Italian violin style, for there 
is a written-out cadenza in a viol.in concerto (advertised as also 
playable on flute or oboe) by the Italian-trained violinist-composer 
Jean-Marie Leclair, and two morein a flqte concerto by Michel Blavet. 9 
Charles Delusse, in his flute method of E. 1761, featured cadenzas at 
the end of caprices for solo flute, presumably borrowing the idea from 
the violin capricci of Locatelli and others.'' The early French ca- 
denzas were over a dominant pedal point; only as late as 1783 does a 
French writer mention the cadenza in which the bass stops on the tonic 
six-four chord before the cadenza and pauses during the cadenza. 11 
8. Jean-Jacques Roussea~, Dictionnaire de musique (paris, 17681, p. 110. 
9. Jean-Marie Leclair, Concerto in C major for violin (or flute or 
oboe) and orchestra, Opus 7 No. 3 (~aris, ce. 17371, 2nd mvt., mrn. 
33-38; Michel Blavet, Flute concerto in A =nor (~arlsruhe, M.K. 
4 9 ) ,  istmvt., mm.13F42, and 3rd mvt., mm. 268-82. ' 
10. Delusse, ope cit. (see above, p. 9). 
11. Michel Corrette, L'Art de se perfectionner dans le violin (paris, 
ca. 17831, p. 5. 
.111 
Concerning the use of the cadenza by the First Viennese 
School, Abraham Veinus has written: 
With such composer-performers as Mozart and Beethoven, the 
cadenza reached its height as a medium for spontaneous 1 
improvisation* The fame of their extempore renditions has I 
come down to us from more, than one wonder-struck observer, I 
and one needs only to remkrnber the profound sincerity of I I 
their music to conjecture with reasonable certainty that 
their cadenza improvisations were aflame with creative fire 
and controlled by a stupendous knowledge of the craft of 
eomposition. Few of their cadenzas have come down to us in 1 
written form. . . . As cadenzas written down coldly after 
the fact one can hardly suppose that they reflect complete- I l1 
1y the living excitement of the extempore creation.12 I 
The cadenzas of Mozart% that are preserved were written for his 
friends and pupils to play in his piano concertos.13 These cadenzas I 
mix quotations with virtuoso passagewrk: the thematic material is I t 
I 
not developed. Kobbins Landon has pointed out that HaydnDs cadenzas ! i 
I 
also "were never built on [i.e. developj the thematic material for the 1 
I 
I 
I 
movement, . . , It was not until the beginning of the 19th century I I 
I 
that composers began to write cadenzas based on thematic material from 1 I 
the movement (thus, Beethoven's cadenzas to Mozart's concertos). 14 I 
During the nineteenth century, the cadenza changed: it be- 
1 
I 
I 
I 
came, for all intents and purposes, solely a shawpiece--a concert I 
I ! 
1 
etude, in which the soloist exhibited his virtuosity (and often also 
I 
I  
I I 
I 
12. Veinus, op. ci,t>., pp. 40-41. I 
I 
13. See Eva and Paul Badura-Skoda, Interpreting ICIozart on the Key- 
board, transl. Leo Black ha on don: Barrie & ~ockliff, l962)',' pp. 
-
2 14-41 
1 
I  
! 
14. H.C. Robbins Landon, liner notes to Franz Joseph Haydn, Trumpet I I 
concerto in Eb major and Harpsichord concerto in D major, perf. 1 I 
George Eskdale, trumpet, and Erna Hefller, harpsichord, with the I I 
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, cond. Franz Li tschauer (vanguard: I I 
VRS 454). 
I 
I 
1 
I 

Chapter 4 
THE CADENZA BEFORE CA, 1760 
J 
There are four writers on the cadenza fi-om before z. 1760: 
Tosi (17231, Quantz (17521, Tartini (ca. 1752-561, and Agricola 
-
(1757). Tosi complains about bad cadenzas, but gives no ditectfons 
for making good ones: he will be discussed only in connection with 
his complaints against the great length of the vocal cadenzas of his 
day. Tartinits chapter on the cadenza imparts little useful informa- 
tion: of greater value is his supplementary collection of cadenzas, 
especially far the study of the harmonic scope of the cadenza. Quantz 
and Agricola both include instruetions an many aspects of cadenzas. 
The categoties bf the predent chapter ere based on those aspect$ 
treated by quantz. ~lthough (2uantzts bobk fs the only source specifi- 
, 
call9 for woodwind instruments, many polfits from other sources can be 
applied to the woodwind cadenza, 
The few cadenzas frbm before s. 1760 will be mentioned only 
i n  connection w i t h  the harmonic scope and the length of the cadenza. 
No general conclusions can be drawn from such a small sample. 
should 
For Quantz, 
Purpose 
the purpose of the cadenza 
The object of the cedenza is simply to surprise the listener 
unexpectedly once more at the end of the piece (movement], 
and to leave behind a special impression in his heart. (P. 180) 
[cadenzast] greatest beauty lies in that, as something unex- 
pected, they should astonish the listener in a fresh and 
striking manner. , . . (Po 186) 
Second, it should, "at the same time, impel to the highest pitch the 
1 
agitation of the passions that is sought after" (p. 186). Quantz con- 
siders that in each movement there are "principal and related passions. 
. . . In the majority of pieces one passion constantly alternates with 
another. . . . so that the performer must, so to speak, adopt a dif- 
ferent sentiment at each bar'' (pp. 125~26). He makes it quite clear, 
however, that "cadenzas must stem from the principal sentiment of the 
piece bertien 
I 
1. This is a reference to what is generally called the doctrine of the 
affectionso-defined by Hans Lenneberg as: "how the emotions can be 
expressed in music so that they arouse corresponding emotions in the 
listenerw (see his article, "Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rheto- 
ric in Music," J,ournal of Music Theory TI11 [1958], p. 47). 
Actually, the word "emotionslt in Lenneberg's definition is not quite 
correct. As Edward R e  Reiblyi has said: 
"Instead of speaking of the mood, the emotional content, or 
the character of a piece of music, Quantz and his contempo- 
raries spoke of i t s  passion( s) or sentiment( s) C or a£ fec- 
tions, to use probably the best English word, now obsolete 
in this sense](~erman, Leidenschaften, Affecten; French, 
passions, sentiments). The two terms were used interchange- 
ably, and a good definition for both is 'one of the feelings 
natural to all men, such as fear, love, hate, or joyp 
(~ebster). The principal passions or sentiments mentioned 
by Quantz are gaiety, melancholy, boldness, flattery, and 
majesty" (~uantz, On Playing the Flute, p. xxxvii). 
Quantzls concept of the passions is central to his book: "the purpose 
of . . . music cis f to constantly arouse and still the passionsn (p. 
254). He lists a number of particular features of a movement that can 
enable one to determine its prin~ipal sentiment. These are the key, 
the size of the intervals, the articulation, the presence of dotted 
figures, the dissonances, and the tempo indication (pp. 125-26, 254). 
Quantz hints that some of his contemporaries had another pur- 
pose for the cadenza--the demonstration of great technical accomplish- 
ment, 
You must not believe, however, that it is possible to ac- 
complish this cculmination of the agitation of the passions] 
simply with a multitude of quick passages. The passions can 
be excited much more effectively with a few simple intervals, 
skilfully mingled with dissonances, than with a host of 
motley figures. (P. 186) 
AgricoPa, after lamenting the generally low level of attaifiment 
~ 
in cadenza making among the singers of his day, argues in favor of the 
~ 
continuing use of the cadenza, since "a brilliant artist (ein feuriger 
K O ~ , ~ )  surprises his listeners unexpectedly Lby means of the cadenza] 
I 
I and can, at the same time, add another, new degree of intensity to the 
I 
I 
I passion whose agitation was the aim of the aria" 203). This para- 
phrases Quantz" twofold statement of the purpose of the cadenza. L i k e  
I 
Quantz, Agricola also states that cadenzas "must always be founded on 
I 
I the principal passionw of the aria ( p .  204). 
I 
In a later paragraph,Agsicola suggests another purpose. 
He cthe singer] can bring to the ears of the listeners, 
clothed in an appropriate cadenza, certain pitches nQt yet 
permitted him in the aria and thus make the whole range of 
his voice known. The wonderful as well as the probable can 
by all means find its place in music, ( P ,  205) 
It would be dangerous to draw any parallels between the use of an ex- 
tended range in a vocal cadenza and in a woodwind cadenza. For a 
singer, a wide range may be a natural gift or may have been developed. 
On a woodwind instrument the range employed depends upon the developed 
virtuosity of the performer, upon the instrument he is using, and upon 
the conventional usage of the time and place. 2 
I 
I Location and Frequency 
I 
I 
I Quantz stipulates that cadenzas "are permissible only in pa- 
I thetic and slow pieces, or in serious quick ones" (p. 180). They are 1 
"not at all suitable," he says, "in gay and quick pieces in 214, 314, 
I 
368, 618, and 1218" meters. The first movement 6f a concerto or sonata 
1 was generally both more serious than the third movement and written in 
common time; the thirdmovement was usually written in one of the meters 
that Quantz calls unsuitable, 
quantz believes that, to conform to its purpose of surprise, 
! 
I "a single cadenza would be sufficient in a piece Qovementl" 180). 3 
i 
Agricola writes nothing about location or frequency. 
1 
I 
i 
I Jtnprovisat ion 
I 
Quantz and Agricola agree that .solo cadenzas are improvised, or 
1 
I should sound so. They disagree on the improvisation of double caden- 
1 
1 I zas: Quantz says that improvisation is difficult, but possible with a 
knowledge of composition; Agricola prefers double cadenzas to be writ- 
I 
2. For example, the design of most flutes of the early eighteenth cen- 
tury made it difficult for the performer to play abovee"'; a 
change in design soon made it relatively easy to reach or even 
a"'; yet these highest notes were not commonly written for until 
I
I the latter part of the century. 
3. Elsewhere, Quantz sometimes uses the word Stick (piece) to mean 
Satz (movement). This is evidently true here, since he gives the 
I_ 
da capo aria as an example (he objects to the singer making five ca- 
denzas during the course of an aria instead of one at the principal 
close). 
ten out beforehand, ideally by the composer. 
According to Quantz, solocadenzas are "chiefly extempore. . . . 
They must sound as if they have been improvised spontaneously at the 
moment of playingu ( p .  182). This implies that cadenzas which are not 
improvised must still give the impression that they are. 
Before discussing the various kinds of 'imitations and suspen- 
sions that can be employed in a double cadenza, Quantz says that 
I although it is quite easy to invent and write down double 
~ 
cadenzas, it is very difficult to invent them without pre- 
paration, since neither person can anticipate the thoughts 
of the other. Yet if you are slightly acquainted with the 
advantages that imitations and the use of dissonances offer, 
i 
I the difficult$ is easy to overcome. (P. 186) 
His examples he c~lls 
I 
model examples . . . which may be viewed as rough 
sketches. . . . The embellishments . . . which are the pro- 
duct of inventiveness, and cannot be circumscribed in a few 
I examples, I leave to the invention and taste of each indi- 
I vidual. (PP. 186-87) 
I 
Perhaps some idea of the use of a basic melodic and harmonic structure 
that can be worked out beforehand and embellished in performance can be 
grasped from three of his examples. In Figure I ,  ( b )  and (c) are em- 
1 bellished and extended versions of the basic structure (a). 
I Agricola believes that any good cadenza must include the ele- 
I 
I 
~ 
ment of improvisation, 
I 
~ 
If you consider the above Cdiscussion of the properties of 
cadenza], you will realize that it is generally impossible 
to write out good cadenzas in advance--as little as it is 
possible for someone to learn witty ideas by heart before- 
hand; because both will be partly spontaneous (- 
pbracht) and partly settled [in advancej, according to the 
circumstances and the occasion. (8. 205) 


Figure 1 (cont8d.). 
I t  i s  clear from his l a s t  sentence tha t  Agricola expected the perfor- 
mer to have some idea before the performance of what he was going to do 
in the cadenza, 
Agricola advises against the improvisation of double cadenzas 
by singers, 
The invention of dauble cadenzas on the spur of the moment 
without a previous agreement seldom succeeds; because it is 
seldom that two persons possess equal insight into harmony, 
equal accomplishment of w i t ,  and equal cornpasure and helpful- 
ness. In Italy, many quarrels have frequently resulted on 
this sesre, For this reason it is better i f  you either come 
to an amicable understanding with one another beforehand or, 
if this is unfeasible, leave the iriventfcan of the cadenza to 
the composer, whose prescription each hust then follow ex- 
actly. He will already know how to arrange things go that no 
listener could tell it has been learned by heart. (P. 205) 
Perhaps by "previous agreementm Agrieola meant the procedure mentioned 
by Quantz, in which a basic structure is detetmined beforehand, then 
embellished and extended in performapce. 
Quantz and Agricola agree that cadenzas should possess melodic 
characteristics appropriate to the passions expressed. Their lists of 
characteristics appropriate to gay and melancholy cadenzas are similar. 
AS we have seen (see p. 231,  one of the purposes of the cadenza, 
according to Quantz, is to act as the culmination of the principal pas- 
sion of the movement, He cautioned that the passions not be mixed: 
"you must take particular care not to lapse into absurd mixtures and 
confusions of the gay and the melancholyfv (p.  184). Quantz says that a 
"gay cadenza is formed from extended leaps and gay phrases interspersed 
I 
with triplets and shakes, etc." ( s e e  Figure 2). "A melancholy one, on 
I 
the other hand, consists almost entirely of small intervals mingled 
wf th dissonan~es"~ (see Figure 3). 
4 .  According to Quantr, gaiety is expressed by "short notes--eighth-notes, 
sixteenthdnotes, or, in alla breve time, quarter-notes, according to 
the requirements of the meter--which move both by leap and stepn 
( p .  l35), by "brief articulated notes, or those forming distant 
leaps, as well as by figures in which dots appear regularly after the 
second note," and generally by a major key (p.  125). Plelancholy is 
generally expressed by a minor key and by "slurred and close inter- 
vals" ( p .  125). 
I Figure 2. Quantz, Versuch, Tab. XX, Fig. 7. 
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Figure 3. Quantz, Versuch, Tab. XX, Fig. 8. 
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Agricola does not use QuantzDs terms for the passions, but his 
melodic characteristics for gay and melancholy cadenzas are the same, 
'The cadenza of a spirited and fervid aria can consist of extended 
leaps, trills, triplets, runs, etc.; but that of a sad and pathetic 
aria is fond of more cultivated and polite conduct, with some dissonant 
intervals mixed in" (p. 204). 
Concerning repetition in cadenzas, Quantz says that "neither 
the figures nor the simple intervals with which a cadenza is begun and 
ended may be repeated more than twice in transposition [i.e. in se- 
quenceI or they will become disagreeable" ( p .  182). His discussion of 
a pair of good and bad cadenzas explains why the figures and intervals 
will become disagreeable: if there is too much repetition, "the ear 
is wearied." In others words, the cadenza loses its purpose, the 
quality of surprise, 
Agricola makes a similar statement. 
One sort of figure ought not to be repeated ar transposed 
ti.e. used in sequence] too often. You should rather try 
to combine various figures and alternate them with one an- 
other appropriately. (P.  204) 
Quantz approves of the employment of short chromatic scales in 
cadenzas for movements in minor keys. '#In minor keys you can ascend 
or descend by step in sdtones, but notmore than three or four must 
follow ane another or, like all other uniform phrases, they become 
disagreeable" (p. 184).  Again, what is disagreeable is that the caden- 
za no longer surprises. 
Concerning the melodic characteristics of double cadenzas, 
Quantz states that "those who know little of harmony usually content 
themselves with passages in thirds and sixths. These do not suffice to 
arouse the listener's admiration" (p. 1861. He explains that "besides 
thirds and sixths proceeding together in regular motion," double caden- 
zas ffgenerally consist of imitations. . . . in which suspensions play 
an important partH (P. 187). Most of his section on double cadenzas 
discusses the kinds of suspensions that may be employed. They will not 
be considered here, since they follow normal eighteenth-century prac- 
tise. Figure 1 (pp. 28-29) shows three examples of suspended 
imitations. 
Agricola also advocates the employment of suspensions and imi- 
tations. 
[~ouble cadenzas1 should . . . not always consist of plain 
thirds and sixths, because one becomes tired of them much too 
soon. They should rather contain correctly suspended and 
resolved ideas and especially apt imitations . . . at various 
intervals. (P. 204) 
Meter and Tempo 
Quantz and Agricola agree that a single meter with invariable 
tempo should not be employed in a cadenza. 
Quantz states that "regular meter is seldom observed, and in- 
deed should not be observed, in cadenzas. They should consist of 
detached ideas rather than a sustained melodyt1 (9 .  185). He points out 
that one of his examples of a cadenza is poor since, "from beginning to 
end it employs the same meter and the same division of the notes. . . . 
This . . . is contrary to the nature of the cadenzar1 ( p .  182). Evi- 
dentally, there was also some fluctuation in the basic tempo, for 
Quantz affirms that Yit is impossible to write cadenzas as they must be 
played" (p. 185; see also p. 7 above). 
Quantz's instructions apply also to double cadenzas, 
It is not always necessary to bind yourself to a regular meter 
in double cadenzas . . . unless the figure stated requires an 
answe; then one part must imitate the other in the same tempo, 
and with the same number of notes. Otherwise, however, the 
less order you preserve the better; in this fashion you avoid 
the appearance of premeditation. , . . Double cadenzas 
should consist of detached, though still pleasing, phrases, 
and . . , these phrases may be akin both to duple and to tri- 
ple meter. You simply must not remain in one or the other 
too k~ng, and must always be intent upon an agreeable alter- 
nation, (P, 192) 
Agricola paraphrases Quantz and adds an explanatory image, 
The cadenza must not be a formal arioso melody but only an 
appropriate combination of several unfulfilled, detached 
phrases. Therefore, no meter must be observed, It should 
appear as if the singer were so permeated with the passion 
that he could no longer think in terms of a limited metri- 
cal motion. (P. 204) 
Harmonic Scope 
Some early woodwind cadenzas begin on a dominant chord, a11 
later ones on the tonic six-four chord* The harmonic scope of the ca- 
denza is small; Quantz allows only a little tonal digression. 
In the seventeenth century, the cadenza occurred over a pedal- 
point dominant (see p, 17). The cadenza in a violin concerto (also 
playable on flute or oboe) by Leclair is of this type (see Figure 4). 
The cadenza over a pedal-point dominant is still mentioned by Michel 
Corrette in his treatise on accompaniment of 2753 (his flute method of 
5 
ca. 1740has nothing on the cadenza). In his violin method written 
-
5. Michel Corrette, Le martre de clavecin pour liaccompagnement: 
mdthode thhorique et pratiqu6 (~aiis, 17531, p. 41. 
Figure 4. Jean-Marie Leclair, Concerto in C major for violin (or flute 
or oboe) and orchestra, Opus 7 No. 3 (paris, s. 1737), 2nd mvt., 
Adagio in C, nun. 33-38. 
about thirty years later, he states that "the cadenza is made ad libi- 
tum on the dominant of the key of an Adagio or Allegro. In the past 
-
the bass held this dominant note, but nowadays the bass is silent." 6 
The examples in the method show that by then the dominant note was 
part of the tonic six-four chord. 
As late as s. 1761, the cadenzas of the twelve caprices in the 
flute method of Delusse begin on the dominant chord (see p. 9 )  ; the 
dominant note is held in the bass (see Figure 5). 
6 .  idem, LfArt de se perfectionner dans le violin (paris, ca. 1783), 
I_ -
p. 5. 
Figure 5. Charles Delusse, Cadenza from Caprice in C major for solo 
flute in his LvArt de la fldte traversiere (paris, - ca. 1761). 
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Concerning the opening of the cadenza in the ffrst half of the 
eighteenth century, David D. Boyden has written: 
As an elaboration of a cadence, either intermediate or final, 
the cadenza of this time normally and naturally begins on the 
dominant of the key, as in Vivaldi and Quantz. The launching 
of the cadenza from the fermata on the tonic six-four--in 
which the orchestra draws up and presents arms, as it were-- 
is characteristic of the later Classic concerto, but not be- 
fore 1750.7 
Boyden is wrong about guantz. Quantz does refer to the opening on 
"the penultimate note of the bass, that is, the fifth of the key of the 
piece" (P. 1791, but his examples clfearly show he intends thechord to 
I 
be the tonic six-four, not the dominant, since the note in the solo 
7. The History of Violin Playing from its Origins to 1761 ( ~ e w  Yark & 
London: Oxford university Press, 1965)', p. 483. 
part is always the first or third degree of the key, There is evidence 
that the tonic six-four chord opening was  employed in woodwind sonatas 
in Germany in the second quarter of the eighteenth century. In 1735, 
I Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach wrote a flute sonata that required a cadenza I 
8 
on t h e  tonic six-four, and the written-out cadenzas in two flute so- 
natas published about 1743 by Giovanni Platti, an Italian composer I 
working in WUrzburg, begin on this chord, 9 
The basic hatm~nic progression of t h e  German cadenza was conse- I 
quently from the tonic six-four chord to the tonic chord. Some small 
tonal digression was allowed, Quantz says that a short cadenza should 
stay entirely within t h e  home key; a longer one can touch the sub- 
dominant; and an even longer one the subdominant and dominant 186). 
In the following example (~igure 61, the subdominant, then the dominant, 
is touched. 
Figure 6. Quantz, Versuch, Tab. XX, Fig. 5. 
.. . - -  - .- 
- - - 
8 .  Sonata in G major for flute and basso continuo, Wq 123, 1st mvt., 
Andante in C, m, 22. 
Sonata 
m, 27, 
Adagio 
in A major, Opus 3 No. 4, 1st mvt., Grave e cantabile in C, 
and sonata in G major, Opus 3 No. 6, 1st mvt., Sicilians 
in 618, m. 48 (~Urnber~, ca. 1743). 
-
Quantz suggests that a change from a magor mode to the parallel minor 
may also be made briefly. Agricola allows tonal digression, but does 
not specify which keys may be touched. "You can certainly touch sever- 
al of the scales of foreign tones, although you must still not roam 
roo far into remote keys" (P. 204). 
Too few woodwind cadenzas were found from the period before ca. 
.II) 
1760 to enable any significant conclusions to be formed about tonal di- 
18 gression during the period. Because of their great number, the 
seventy-one violin ca$enzas from the Tartini school (see p. 9) probably 
yield more significant information. Eleven remain entirely in the to- 
nic, and a further forty-two touch the dominant for their only tonal 
digression. Other keys touched are the parallel minor (four cadenzas), 
supertonic ( eight) , mediant ' ( three) , subdominant ( five) , and submediant 
(six). The relative neglect of the parallel minor and the subdominant 
is noteworthy in view of the importance Quantz attaches to these keys, 
I The Use of Musi,cal Material from the Movement 
Both Quantz and Agricola favor the use of musical material 
from the movement to ensure that the cadenza expresses the principal 
passion of the movement. 
10, It might be mentioned, nevertheless, that the two cadenzas from the 
Platti flute sonatas both touch the dominant. Of the twelve caden- 
zas from Delusse's solo flute caprices, eight touch the dominant, 
one stays entirely withjn the tonic, one touches the subdominant, 
one touches the dominant and gubdominant, and the last touches the 
parallel minor, subdominant, dominant, and submediant. Touching 
of the dominant is thus the most common practice, 
Quantzls statements on the subject are not completely clear. 
At first he demands the employment of the most important phrases (plu- 
ral) of the movement, v"Cadenzas must stem from the principal sentiment 
of the piece, and include a short repetition or imitation of the most 
pleasing phrases contained in it" (pp. 181-82). Immediately after- 
wards he writes that 
at times, if your thoughts are distracted, it is not immedi- 
ately possible to invent something new. The best expedient 
is then to choose one of the most pleasing of the preceding 
phrases and fashion the cadenza from it. In this manner you 
not only can make up for any lack of inventiveness, but can 
always confirm the prevailing passion of the piece as well, 
This is an advantage that i s  not too well, known which 1 
would like to recommend to everyone. (P.  182; italics added) 
That is, the use of one important phrases is the "best expedient," but 
not obligatory, An inventive player could confirm the principal pas- 
sion without recourse to such means. 
Agricola clearly recommends the use of several important 
phrases* 
[cadenzas] must always be founded on the principal passion 
of the aria, If, whenever possible, this resemblance ex- 
tends to several of the most beautiful individual places 
and phrases of the aria, so much the better; and this is, 
at the same time, a means of having good ideas always in 
stock, (P, 204) 
Length 
Quantz and Agricofa write that cadenzas for the voice and for 
woodwind instruments must be shore enough that they may be sung or 
played in one breath; cadenzas for stringed instruments and double ca- 
denzas can be longer, 
Excessive length is the main complaint Tosi has against the 
singers sf his day. 
Every Air has (at least) three Cadences, that are all three 
final f i.e. each has three cadenzasj. Generally speaking, 
the Study of the Singers of the present Times consists in 
terminating the Cadence of the first Part with an overflow- 
ing of Passages and Divisions at Pleasure, and the Orchestre 
waits; in that of the second the Dose is increased, and the 
Orchestre grows tired; but on the last Cadence, the Throat 
is set a going like a Weathercock in a Whirlwind, and the 
Orchestre yawns. (~nglish translation, pp. 128-29) 
Quantz's seemingly arbitrary rhle that "vocal cadenzas or ca- 
denzas for a wind instrument must be so constituted that they can be 
performed in one breath1' (p. 185) has been widely quoted in 
performance-practice literature. He allows cadenzas for stringed in- 
~ 
struments to be longer. "A string player can make them as long as he 
likes, if he is rich enough in inventiveness. Reasonable brevity, 
~ 
~ 
however, is more advantageous than vexing lengthH (p.  185) And he 
I 
I 
~ 
adds that double cadenzas "may be a little longer" than solo cadenzas, 
"since the harmony they contain is less likely to weary the ear, and 
also because taking breath is permitted" ( p .  186) Although he does 
not say why the taking of breath should be permitted in the double ca- 
denza, he implies that the reason for the one-breath length of cadenzas 
for the voice or wind instruments is the lack of accompanying harmony. 
The length of Quantzls solo cadenzas for specified fast and slow move- 
ments can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 (p. 31) and the average length of 
his double cadenzas in Figure lb 28). 11 
11. In assessing the length of these cadenzas it should be borne in 
mind that the eighteenth-century flute needed less air than the 
Boehm flute, especially since it was played in a less aggressively 
soloistic manner, 
Agricola repeats the one-breath rule for vocal cadenzas. "A 
singer must not breathe during a solo cadenza, Thus it must not be at- 
I  
I tempted longer than he can hold out a breath, something of which must 
still remain for a sharp trill"12 ( p .  204). Agricola suggests another 
reason for the one-breath rule when he writes df double cadenzas that 
taking of breath is permitted in double cadenzas, since it is 
difficult to make them so short that they last for one breath, 
and also since, while one tsinger) continues, the taking of 
breath of the other cannot be observed so easily (it must . . . 
only not occur with both [singers] at the same time). (P. 205) 
This implies that the rule was designed to ensure the continuity of the 
I solo cadenza, which would be disrupted by the taking of breath. 
, 
I have discovered no written-out cadenzas for woodwind instru- 
I ments in compositions from the Berlin court, where both Quantz and 
I 
12. In his chapter on the duties of accompanists Quantz makes some com- 
I ments on this final trill. 
i 
I "If the tutti following the completion of a principal 
I 
I cadence f i,e. cadenza] begins on the downbeat, discreet 
accompanists will do well, particularly in the accompa- 
niment of a voice or a wind instrument, not to wait 
I until the extreme end of the shake, but to interrupt it, 
1 
1 entering rather too early than too late. Both singers 
and wind players rnay easily run short of breath towards I the end, and if this were to happen, the verve of the 
performance would be disrupted. If, however, the tutti 
I 
begins on the upbeat and during the shake, $.t is no 
longer a matter of discretion to interrupt the shake, 
I but an obligation. In this regard you must be governed 
I by the performer of the concertante part, and by the 
I 
I i power of his lungs. Some singers and instrumentalists 
I who have good lungs try to show a special bravura with 
long shakes after Ci.e. at the end of] the cadence C ca- 
denza]; thus one must not obstruct them. The inter- 
ruption of the shake in both cases must not take place 
I before it is perceived that the shake is beginning to 
become faint. The leader will pay particular attention 
to this, and it is thus the accompanists8 duty to look 
I 
1 at him here also, and to follow his bow-stroke." (P, 282) 
i 
- - 
42 
Agricola worked--Quantzts advocacy of improvised cadenzas argues a- 
I gainst the existence sf any--but cadenzas for other instruments and 
also for the voice have survived (although not all date from before ca. 
1 -
, 
1760). The cadenza in the slow movement of a violin sonata by Franz 
I 
1 
I Benda is fairly short (see Figure 7). 
Figure 7. Franz Benda, Cadenza from I. Sonata per it violin0 solo ed 
cembalo col violoncello (Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, East Berlin, 
Mus. ms. 1315/15), 1st mvt., Adagio un poco Andante in 314; fac- 
simile in Hans-Peter Schmitz, Die Kunst der Verzierung im 18. 
Jahrhimdert  assel el: BLirenreiter, 1955), p. 136. 
A keyboard concerto by Christoph Nichel-mann (1717-1762) includes a long 
cadenza of some technical difficulty for the Allegro and the following 
moderately long cadenza for the slow movement ( s e e  Figure 8). A manu- 
script13 of "Cadenzen von C.P.E. BachH--written in the hand of the 
composer's most reliable copyist, Michel--contains seventy-one cadenzas 
and four fermatas, four for violoneello, the remainder for keyboard 
13. Brussel~Conservatoire, littera V, NO. 5871 ( ~ q  120). I should like 
to express my gratitude to Dr. Erwin R. Jacobi for lending me his 
photocopy of this manuscript and discussing it with me. 
Figure 8, Christoph Nichelmann, Cadenza from keyboard concerto in E 
minor ( ~ l l c h s i s c h e  Landesbibliothek, Dresden, Ce XVI), slow mvt., 
quoted in Arnold Schering, ed. ,  Instrumentalkonzerte deutscher 
Meis ter , Vol . xXIX~XXX of Denkrntller deutscher Tonkunst (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & HUrtel, 19071, p. xvii. 
instruments. Although the manuscript dates from Emanuel Bach's Hamburg 
period, not from the time he spent at the Berlin court, it may still be 
of value for the present study, Figure 9 shows two cadenzas of the av- 
erage length of those in the manuscript for Allegro and Adagio. 
movements.14 Dr. Charles Burney visited the Berlin court in 1772. 
After hearing Frederick the Great play the flute in a concert, he 
wrote: '!The cadences [cadenzas> which his majesty made, were good, but 
15 
very long and studied." These long cadenzas may reflect a change in 
the practice of the court after the publication of the treatises of 
Quantz and Agricola. A vocal cadenza by Frederick that has survived Pa 
probably short enough to have been sung in one breath, despite the slow 
tempo (see Figure 10). Finally, Figures 11 and 12 show two double caw 
I denzas by composers associated with the Berlin court. That by Emanuel 
Bach is one of only two in the above-mentioned manuscript. 
14. Violoncello cadenzas have been chosen rather than the more numerous 
keyboard cadenzas because this particular violoncello concerto is 
similar to the same composer's flute concerto in A minor, W q  166 
(the orchestral parts are identical), The cadenza manuscript also 
includes five cadenzas (three for the first movement and two for 
the second movement) and two fermatas (for the last movement) for 
the organ concerto in G major, W q  34, which is similar to the flute 
concerto, Wq 169 (again, the orchestral parts are identical). In 
my edition of this flute concerto  ondo don: Musica Rara, 19721, I 
have included two of these cadenzas (one with slight modifications) 
and one of these fermatas. 
15. The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and the 
United Provinces (2 vols.; London, 17721, II, p. 153. 
Figure 9. Carl P h i l i p p  Emanuel Bach, Cadenzas for violoncello concerto 
in A minor, Wq 26 (~russels Conservatoire, littera V, No. 5871 
W q  120 , Nos. 18 and 19), 1st mvt., Allegro i n  312 and 2nd mvt., 
Adagio in  618 meters. 
Figure 10. Frederick the Great, Cadenza for ornamented version of the 
aria, "Digli chtio son fedele," from the opera Cleofide by Johann 
Adolf Hasse (~eutsche Staatsbibliothek, East Berlin, Nus. ms. 
autogr. FII), quoted in Schmitz, Verzierung, p. 124. 
I 
I I 
_ 
_ -. --__ _ 
Summary 
The cadenza advocated by Quantz and Agricola can be summarized 
as follows'. (1) Its purpose is to surprise as well as to be the cul- 
mination of the principal passion of the movement. ( 2 )  It is 
permissible only in certain types of movement; only one cadenza is al- 
lowed in any given movement. ( 3 )  It is generally improvised or, if 
prepared wholly or partially in advance, should sound improvised. ( 4 )  
Melodically, it should possess characteristics appropriate to the prin- 
cipal passion of the movement. Figures and intervals should not be 
r I 
repeated too often. A double cadenza should employ suspended imita- 
I 
tions as well as pasdages in thirds and sixths. (5) It should not 
1 I l  
ernployone constant meter or division of notes. ( 6 )  After the opening 
I I 
1 1  
on the tonic six-four chord, it should digress tonally only a litkle 
I 
i 1  
from the tonic key. (7) It may make use of musical material From the 
l 1  
I 
movement. (8) A cadenza for the voice or for a woodwind instrument must 
1 ~ 
be playable in one breath; a cadenza for a stringed instrument or a 
I 
double cadenza may be longer. I I 
I I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
47 
Figure lid Johann Gottlieb Graun, Cadenza from unidentified tr io  so- 
nata for 2 violins and basso continuo, quoted in Hans Mersmann, 
"BeitrHge zur Auffllhrungspraxis der vorklassischen Kammermusik in 
Deutschland," Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft I1 (19201, pp. 139-40. 
Figure 12. Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Cadenza for unidentified double 
keyboard concerto (~russel Conservatoire, littera V, No. 5871 
Wq 120 , No. 54) ,  Adagio mvt. 
Chapter 5 
THE CADENZA AFTER 9. 1760 
There are eleven writers on t h e  cadenza between 1760 and 1801: 
Riepel (17651, Mancini (1774/17771, Lorenzoni (19791, Hiller (17801, 
Petri (17821, Ribock (17831, Schlegal (1788), Turk (17891, Troml-itz 
I (17911, Dauscher (18011, and Dittersdorf (1801). The woodwind sources 
I 
I are Lorenzoni, Petri, Bibock, Schlegel, Tromlitz, and Dauscher. Riepel, 
1 
Petri, Ribock, and Dittersdorf have matetial on only one or two as- 
I pects of the cadenza. Except f o r  Mancini, the writers who devote 
I 
considerable space to the cadenza borrow much of their material or 
1 their philosophy from their predecessors--lorefizoni, Schlegel, Turk ,  
I 
I 
I and Tromlitz from quantz; Htller from Agricola; and Dauscher from 
I 
Quantz, Agricola, Schlegel, and Tromlitz. In other word's, they borrow 
! 
I 
ultimately from the work of Quantz and hgricola, Authors have taken 
I 
I 
I material from earlier sources throughout the history of music theory, 
I 
I 
I 
I even though the material taken is rarely val id  for later musical prac- 
I 
tice. Where the above-mentioned writers r e t a i n  the work of Quantz and 
I Agricola--meter and tempo, melody, the use of musical material from 
the movement--it conflicts with contemporaneous practice (as evidenced 
in the cadenzas found). Where the material is new--improvisation, 
I 
I harmonic scope, lengthomit corresponds with contemporaneous practice. 
Part, at least, of the reason for the persistence of the copying of 
earlier material is the seeming authority of the written word. The 
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pi-ise. Tromlitz agrees that the cadenza should surprise. He and 
Lorenzoni mention no culmination of the principal passion, only that 
the cadenza should express that passion. Mancini, Turk, and Tromlitz 
show that some performers and audiences had a different notion of the 
purpose of the cadenza than those these writers approve, namely that 
the cadenza could be used to demonstrate great technical accomplishment 
and endurance. 
Quantz stated the purpose of the cadenza in three separate 
passages ( s e e  p. 23). Schlegel (P. 93) and Dauscher (PP. 113-14) 
quote (almost verbatim) only the first of the two passages relating to 
the cadenza's property of suprise. Turk, on the other hand, para- 
phrases both ideas of Quantz's twofold purpose. First, he says that 
"the cadenza should, above all, reinforce in the strongest way the im- 
pression the piece has made" ( p .  310). Second, he insists that the 
cadenza must be surprising in order to hold the attention of the audi- 
ence. 
Just as unity to a well-ordered whole is required, variety is 
also necessary if the listener's attention is to be held. 
Hence, you should introduce into cadenzas as many unexpected 
and surprising things as possible, (P, 311) 
Lorenzoni says nothing about surprise. He also says nothing 
about the cadehza being a culmination of the principal passion, only 
that "in general, the cadenza should be dedicated to the passion that 
principally reigns in the piece" (par. 135). 
One of Tromlitz's definitions of a cadenza i s :  "an improvised 
and surprising ornamentation, appropriate to the main passion of the 
piece or movement" (p. 299). The object of the cadenza, he says, is 
to cause "attention and surprise" ( p .  300). 
Mancini states that "singers are of two opinions as regards 
cadenzas" (p. 123)- The first opinion, which he favors, is that the 
cadenza is "an epilogue to the aria." Cadenzas based on this view 
have the properties he advocates. The second opinion is that "the ca- 
denza should be arbitrarily constructed by the singer, so that he 
mades the most of varied passages and stylized figurations, to the end 
of showing off the velocity and ability of his voice and himself." 
Such a view is "more convenient to the singer, because he can suffo- 
cate with the surprising quantity ~f notes made for the occasion, 
1 
bring out the admiration of his listeners--who always remain surprised 
I 
I 
I by the quantity of notes--and can be led away from reason and quality." 
I 
1 
1 Turk and Tromlitz also show that many players and listeners 
i 
differed with them as to the purpose of the cadenza. Turk states that 
1 
when the time comes for the cadenza, "the greater part [of the audi- 
I 
1 
I ence] is attentive [apparently an unusual occurrence1 1 and in these 
1 
1 
I critical moments almost more 4s expected than in the whole of the pre- 
ceding piece" ( p .  313). In such a critical atmosphere it is not 
surprising that, as Turk tells us, "not seldom it seems as if a con- 
I 
I 
I certo, etc. were played solely for the cadenzas1' (p. 3091, and that 
"many very good players have the harmful misconception that one must 
seek show particularly great accomplishment in 
Tromlitz seems to imply that the fault for bringing about this situa- 
tion did indeed lie with the audience. He complains of 
I 
I 
I  
1 the longwinded foolery . . . that the concerto or solo player 
. . . must make if he does not want to fail in his perfor- 
mance. And if he executes the most beautiful concerto in 
the clearest and most correct manner possible, and he does 
not make, or makes only a short example of, such rubbish at 
the end of it, whether it is suitable or not, then his whole 
performance is accounted worthless. Everyone now knows this, 
and no one wants to leave the podium without having made such 
a thing. What kind of miserable stuff does one not hearl 
(P. 298) 
Ribock, who has a rather low opinion of audiences, suggests a 
way in which the performer can take advantage of them. 
The player must in as few notes as possible--their small num- 
ber is proof positive of the abundance of his genius--and by 
bold modulations or very chromatic passages made the listener 
--who, be he the most lay of laymen, has the tonic firmly in 
his head--afraid that he might end up in the wrong key. An 
adept, unforeseen return to the tonic then shows that the fear 
was vain, and the desired full chord of the accompanying in- 
struments authorizes the appropriate pleasure. This is the 
true analysis of the feelinsof unmusical listeners at a good 
cadenza--feelings from which they can refrain as little as 
from the pleasure they have when they see a tightrope walker 
safe and sound on the ground at the same moment they believe 
him to be in danger of breaking his neck. (P. 727) 
Most of the woodwind cadenzas found appear technically no more 
difficult than the concertos for which they were written. The cadenza 
written for a clarinet concerto by ~ogeluch, however, is more diffi- 
cult (see Figure 13). The movement for which this cadenza was intended 
is of such negligible difficulty that the editor of a modern edition 
considers the concerto to be "very suitable . . . for elementary music 
schools and less advanced conservatoire students."' Perhaps the most 
difficult passage of the movement is given in Figure 14. Even though 
the movement may have been considerably ornamented in performance, the 
1. ~ i # f  ~ratochvfl, preface to ~ogeluch, 
Vole XIV of MusicaViva Historica ( ~ r a  
~ydavatelstvf, 1964) .  
Figu re  13. Cadenza for t l e o p o l d ]  ~ o z e l u c h ,  C l a r i n e t  concerto i n  E b  
major (~nihovna ~ l r o d n f h o  Musea, Prague, X I .  E. 83), 1st mvt., 
Al leg ro  i n  C. 
-- - 
- - / . - - -- - - - --- - - - - . -- - . -- - - -- - - -- - - -  - - - -  -- f i  
Figure 14. [Leopold] ~okeluch, Clarinet concerto in Eb major (Knihovna 
~drodnfho Musea, Prague, XI. E. 831, 1st mvt., mrn. 129-34. 
- - 
-- - - - - . - - -- - - - -  -- .- - - - - - -- -- 
cadenza is obviously of much greater difficulty. Clearly, this caden- 
za was used as a vehicle to display the virtuosity of a performer, 
Lo,c,a t ion and Frequcqcy 
Quantz excluded cadenzas from "quick and gay pieces in 2 / 4 ,  
314, 3 /8 ,  618, or 12/8" meters (see p. 25). Tromlitz now admits caden- 
zas "to any shade of tempo" (p.  299). Nevertheless, few woodwind 
cadenzas were found in the meters excluded by Quantz: such meters are 
employed typically for the third movements of concertos--generally in 
rando form, in which case the embellished fermata rather than the ca- 
denza is needed (see pp'. 1-21. 
Turk is the only writer to consider whether it is obligatory 
to play a cadenza where one is indicated, He says that is is not, 
"Whoever does not want to make a cadenza should pause a little on the 
note with t h e 4  and then close with a trill about as long again as the 
duration of the written note" 122). 
I 
I Quantz and Agricola agreed that solo cadenzas were improvised, 
~ 
or should sound so (see pp. 25-26). They disagreed about the improvi- 
sation of double cadenzas: Quantz said that improvisation was 
difficult, but possible with a knowledge of composition; Agricola 
I preferred double cadenzas to be written out beforehand, ideally by the 
composer. The later writers have mixed opinions on whether solo caden- 
I zas should be improvised. Lorenzoni and Trornlitz define a cadenza as 
an extempore ornament; Tromlitz, conceding that cadenzas may be pre- 
~ 
~ 
pared in advance, insists that they should still sound improvised. 
Turk believes that cadenzas are best written out beforehand and memo- 
I rized because of the risk involved in playing before a critical 
audience. Riepel and Dittersdorf show that cadenzas were in fact pre- 
pared in advance and memorized. All the writers after ca. 1760 agree 
.II
that double cadenzas should not be improvised. 
Lorenzoni mentions the improvisation of solo cadenzas only as 
part of his definition of the cadenza, "that extempore ornament made 
in the principal part according to the will and fantasy of the per- 
former" (par. 133). He believes it to be "morally [sic3 impossible for 
two players to improvise" double cadenzas, so that "one must plan with 
I the other player what is to be done" (par. 1 4 3 ) .  
Turk prefers that cadenzas be composed in advance and, when- 
ever feasible, committed to memory, although they should sound 
impromptu. He considers improvisation too risky under the pressure of 
performance before a large critical audience. 
A cadenza that has perhaps been learned by heart with much 
effort or written out beforehand should still be performed as 
if it consisted merely of unplanned, random ideas, occurring 
to the player for the first time. I will not say that a ca- 
denza must be learned by heart. For anyone who has not 
sufficient experience, a first-rate memory, and enough 
presence of mind, it is rather to be advised that he write 
out the cadenza and set it before him. A cadenza is indeed 
often first invented during a performance, and if it turns 
out well the player earns so much more applause. Only, this 
undertaking is too risky for you to be able to count on such 
a lucky accident before a large audience. Especially since, 
at all events, the greater part [of the audience] is atten- 
tive in the cadenza, and in these critical snoments almost more 
is expected than in the whole of the preceding piece. I, at 
least, would rather choose the sure way and sketch the caden- 
za beforehand. Besides, the listener cannot know whether the 
player is inventing it for the first time or has sketched it, 
provided that the performance is as it should be. (P. 313) 
Elsewhere, in discussing the use of musical material from the movement 
in the cadenza, Turk implies that it is disadvantageous for the caden- 
za to incorporate such material, in that it "can be used only for the 
piece for which it is really intended and for no othert1 (p. 3101. This 
suggests that he used a given written-out cadenza in more than one 
composition. 
In a footnote, Turk explains that doqble cadenzas used to be 
improvised, but that the low quality of the improvised cadenzas led to 
the policy of writing them in advance. 
In the old days, musicians--especially opera singers--sought 
to invent even double cadenzas during the performance. . . . 
Whoever knows the difficulties with such cadenzas . . only 
to some extent, will easily comprehend that not much of 
excellence was to be expected in this way. Nowadays, we have 
given up these tricks and sketched out, fixed, tested, etc. 
at least the cadenzas for more than one instrument, certain 
that a cadenza sketched out beforehand and learned by heart 
makes more effect than another that is invented only for the 
first time, yet has no value. 
He notes that composers of works requiring cadenzas for three or more 
instruments "are in the habit of writing Lthe cadenzas out for them- I 
selvesvf 322). 
Hiller says that double cadenzas must be written out in ad- 
vance and, "if singers were occasionally to undertake something on the 
spur of the moment, it would serve no other purpose than to throw dust 
in the listeners1 eyes [the implication of this idiom is unclear), or 
, 
to make each other ridic~lous~~ (p. 125). 
Tromlitz defines the cadenza as '!an improvised . . , ornamen- 
tation" 299; see also above, p. 51). Later he remarks that "if 
also [cadenzas) are premeditated, they should still be performed as if 
they were now appearing for the first timet1 (p. 301). Elsewhere, in 
discussing the use of musical material £ t o m  the movement, he implies 
that he himself memorized a number of phrases appropriate for various 
passions and used them qs an aid ta improvising cadenzas. He says 
that such material can form the basis of an improvised cadenza, "if 
you have prepared nothing and no ideas come immediately to mind, . . . 
If you have a stock of suitable ideas, however, you do not need this 
aid" 301; see also below, p. 98 ). Tromlitz recommends that 
double cadenzas should be worked out in advance. 
As this kind of cadenza is easy to notate, you would do well 
to employ this means, so that the two players can work to- 
gether and produce a decoration instead of a blemish, 
Improvisation of dauble cadenzas occurs vety seldom. It is 
only for very experienced performers--who must alsa be prac- 
ticed composers--and certainly not for beginners. . . . 
Moreover, the players must be of equal strength in both per- 
formance and composition, which one does not often tneet: 
usually the stronger player understands less of composition, 
and there are therefore many stumbling blocks. ( 9 .  307) 
Two authors tell stories which illustrate that cadenzas--solo 
and double--were indeed prepared in advance and memorized. Joseph 
Riepel invents a Platonic dialog between himself and a pupil which 
shows that it was possible to write out and memorize cadenzas and pass 
them off as improvised. Earlier in his career, the pupil had been told 
to improvise double cadenzas for arias. These he worked out on paper, 
memorized, then sang as  improvisation^'^ with great success, 2 
The celebrated violinist-composer Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf 
describes how, before a certain point in his musical education, he had 
learned cadenzas that his teacher had composed. The teacher flthen 
brought me a new concerto to praetice and told me that from now on he 
had to leave the invention of the cadenzag to me.p13 Soon Ditters- L 
dorf had the opportunity to further his career when a violinist named 
Relnhard managed to play well at sight six af twelve newly-arrived 
concertos by Benda. "Only, to me it was incorrect that when the 
[occasions for] cadenzas presented themselves, he made none, but 
passed on immediately to the trillmu4 Deciding to do better, Ditters- 
dorf arranged to play the other six concertos at sight. 
I went to my room, took my vialin, and prepared cadenzas in 
both the major and minor keys ,  , , . I played the other six 
concertos, which Reinhard had not yet attempted, giving them 
all 1 had, and did not neglect to introduce formal cadenzas 
wherever they were indicated. I gathered from the conversa- 
See the summaries from Riepelh Erlalltem 
Tonordnuna (1765) quoted in Wilhelm Twit 
:ungqn der bet.rUgli,chen 
P 
~tenhaff, Die musiktheoreti- 
schen Schriften .Ioseph Riepels (1709,-1782) als Beispjel ,einer 
anschaulichen Musiklehre, Vol. 2 of Beitrage zur Musikforschung 
(Halle & Berlin: Waisenhaus, 19351, pp. 72-75. 
3. Dittersdorf, ope cit., p. 57. 
4 .  Ibid., p. 62. 
tions of the members of the audience--among whom Gluck was 
the most vocal--that they had not expected this and were 
pleased, 5 
The written-out cadenzas in manuscripts of eighteenth-century 
woodwind music are testimony that performers did not always improvise. 
Of course, it is impossible to say whether the cadenzas were played 
from memory or set before the player for the performance. 
Melody 
Quantz and Agricola agreed that cadenzas should possess melo- 
dic characteristics appropriate to the passions expressed (see p. 30). 
Of the later writers, only Turk attempts to specify melodic character- 
istics for certain passions; Lorenzoni and Hiller discuss 
characteristics suitable for slow and fast tempi. A number of caden- 
zas found show that practice was sometlilrcs different from theory. 
Lorenzoni, Hiller, Turk, and Tromlitz agree that the repetition of 
figures should be restricted. This is true of the cadenzas found, with 
the notable exception of those by the Regensburg oboist. Although the 
writers believe that in double cadenzas, as well as the customary 
chains of thirds and sixths, one should make use of imitations and 
suspensions, these never occur in the cadenzas found. 
As a consequence of his principle that "in general, the caden- 
za should be dedicated to the passion that principally reigns in the 
piece" (par. 135; see also above, p. 511, Lorenzoni says that 
5. Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
the cadenza must therefore be a repetition, so to speak, of 
the melodic content of the pieck. h cadenza for an Adagio 
should be composed of more or less close intervals; one for an 
Allegro, of large leaps, lively passagework, triplets, and 
some interspersed trills. (par. 134) 
His melodic characteristics are thus not obligatory, but only examples 
of the kind one might find in a slow or fast movement. Lorenzonits 
~ 
characteristics for the Allegro are, howaver, a paraphrase of Quantz's 
"extended leaps and gay phrases interspersed with triplets and shakes, I 
etc ." for a gay cadenza ( see p. 30). 
Hiller stresses the importance of melodic variety in the caden- 
za. He lists dome general characteristics; those suitable for slow and 
fast movements are specified indirectly. 
Cadenzas must always be based on the character and principal 
passion of the aria. A cadenza consisting of nothing but ex- 
tefided notes would be out of place in a fervid aria, as would 
one composed of wild leaps in a slow Laria]. (P. 111) 
I am not saying that cadenzas should always be composed of 
motley running figures. No! A few well-sustained tones, 
some adeptly introduced and correctly resolved dissonances, 
can often bring about a good affective (~ffektvoll) cadenza, 
without the aid of fast runs. In the Adagio, one can make 
more use of the latter tdissonsnces] and loss of the former 
bustained tones]. Still, one must not stay throughout with 
the same thing and always drag a cadenza along in slow notes 
or fling it out in f a s t  runs, One best achieves his object 
through an appropriate blend of the fast and the slow, the 
fervid and the tender, the loud and the soft, since in this 
way the listener is surprised. Intermixed dissonances (or 
fortuitously raised or -lowered tones) likewise contribute to 
[the object]. (P. 117) 
Thus a cadenza for a slow movement vioufd have rrtore dissonances than 
I 
one for a fast movement, and the latter might have wild leaps. Long 
notes should not be employed excessively in cadenzas for either slow 
or fast movements. An example following the second passage above, 
apparently designed to illustrate the proper mixture of sustained tones, 
dissonances, and fast passages, has no tempo indication (see Figure 15). 
Figure 15. Johann Adam Hiller, Anweisung zum musikalisch-ziqrlicheti 
Gesange (~eipzig, 17801, p. 117, 2nd example. 
Turk still employs the concept of the passions. He adds to the 
list of characteristics mentioned by the other writers the use of high 
and low notes (on a keyboard instrument). 
The cadenza, like qny extempore embellishment, must consist 
not so much of deliberately introduced difficulties, as of 
ideas that are exactly suited to the principal passion of the 
piece. However, many very good players have the harmful mis- 
conception that one must try to show particularly great 
accomplishment in cadenzas. Thus, for example, they often 
intermix the, most lively and difficult ppssages in cadenzas 
for an Adagio of fenderly sad passion. . . . Therefore you 
should guard against introducing a lively cadenza in a pa- 
thetic, etc. Adagio, or making a lifeless cadenza in an 
Alle ro with brisk passages. . . . You should observe that 
'&sion] sadness proceeds in low, long notes almost 
entirely stepwise, with intermixed dissonances. t ~ h e  pas- 
sionl joy, etc., however, is expressed through high, 
consonant, and often leaping notes, through fast passages, 
and the like. (P. 310) 
Tromlitz, apart from stressing that cadenzas must "originate 
I 
from the main passionH of the movement (P. 3011, says only that they 
are "free fantasies . . . composed of all kinds of figures and ideas1? 
299). 
I Dittersdorf, when preparing cadenzas for the concertos he was 
I 
I 
I about to read at sight, did not consider the passions which those con- 
1 certos might express, but only what keys they might be in, and I 
1 
presumably also whether the movements were fast or slow (see p. 59). 1 
I The melodic characteristics of the cadenzas found vary greatly. 
I 
I 
I Since the cadenzas of the Regensburg oboist are a special case, they 
I 
, 
I will be considered separately below. The sixteen cadenzas for fast ! 
I 
movements from non-Regensburg concertos consist mainly of basically 
1 
scalewise passagework, arpeggios, and triplets. Only three include 
I 
I trills and another three, extended leaps. It is impossible to single 
I 
I 
out a "typical" cadenza; the following example (Figure 16) consists 
of basically scalewise passagework and triplets. 
Figure 16. Cadehza for Wenzel Woditzka, Flute concerto in D major 
(Badische Landesbibliothek, Karlstuhe, M.K. 1003), 1st mvt., 
Allegro in C. 
The nine cadenzas for fast movements from Regensburg concertos also 
consist mainly of basically scalewise passagework, arpeggios, and tri- 
plets, although fewer include triplets. Two include trills; none, 
extended leaps. The following example (Figure 17) shows considerable 
variety of melodic device. It consists of basically scalewise passage- 
work, arpeggios, trills, and some intermixed dissonances, 
Figure 17. Cadenza for Henri Jacques de Croes, Clarinet concerto in Bb 
major (~egensbur~, H. de Croes 261, 1st mvt., Allegro in C, 
- - - - 
- -- - 
-- - - - - - --- - -- --- - 
The fourteen cadenzas for slow movements from non-Regensburg 
concertos consist mainly of basically scalewise passagework and inter- 
mixed dissonances. Five include triplets; only three, arpeggios. 
There is much variety in the melodic devices employed. The following 
example (Figure 18) shows two cadenzas intended for the same movement 
of a flute concerto which demonstrate the two extremes--a cadenza 
consisting almost entirely of eighth-notes, and a cadenza consisting 
of scalewise passagework, dissonances, trills, long notes, and tri- 
plets. 
~ 
I 
Figure 18. Cadenzas for Giuseppe Bonno, Flute concerto in G major 
(~adische Landesbibliothek, Karlsruhe, M.K. 621, 2nd mvt., 
Adagio in C. 
. - - .  
. .- 
Contrary to the instructions of Lorenzoni, Hiller, and Turk, two of 
the three cadenzas for slow movements from Kegensburg concertos in- 
clude extended leaps (see Figure 19). 
In some cases, it is difficult to distinguish on paper the ca- 
denzas written for slow and fast movements of the same coficerto, Both 
cadenzas written <by the Regensburg clarinettist Joseph schier16 for a 
concerto by von Schacht contain scalewise passagei. in small note- 
values; the cadenza for the fast movement (Figure 20) begins with the 
long notes the writers, recommend for slow-movement cadenzas. 
In one case, differences in the melodic characteristics of ca- 
6. As Schierl's name is written on the clarinet port, he probably 
wrote the cadenzas. 
Figure 19, Cadenza for Nicolaus Dothel, Flute concerto in A major 
(Regensburg, Dothel 11, 2nd mvt., Adagio i n  C . 
- -- -- -. - - - 
--- - -- -- . -_ _. - ._ .. -_____ 
Figure 20. Cadenzas by Joseph Schierl for Theodor von Schacht, Clari- 
net concerto i n  Bb major ( ~ e ~ e n s b u r g ,  Schacht 381, (a)  1 s t  mvt., 
Allegro moderato in  C ;  (b) 2nd mvt., Adagio i n  $. 

I 
I 
I Figure 21. Cadenzas for (a) Johann Stamitz, Flute concerto in D major 
I 
I (~adische Landesbibliothek, Karlsruhe, M.K. 9141, 2nd mvt., Adagio 
1 
I ma non troppo in 214; (b) Nfcolo Porpora, Flute concerto in D 
major (Karlsruhe, M.K. 7481491, 1st mvt., quoted in Hans-Peter 
Schmitz, QuerflBte und QuerflUtenspiel in deutschland wtlhrend des 
Barockzeitalters (~assel: B%renreiter, 19521, p. 62. 
Figure 22. Cadenza for Jan Zach, Oboe concerto in Bb major ( ~ e ~ e n s b u r ~ ,  
Zach 21), 2nd mvt., Larghetto in 214. version Ce 
Figure 23. Cadenzas for Ferdinand Donninger, Oboe concer to  i n  C major 
( ~ e g e n s b u r g ,  Donninger 12) , (a) 1st mvt., i n  C ,  
version A; (b) 2nd mvt., Adagio non t r o p p o  in C. 
tiplicity of notestv runs the risk of "repeating the passages already 
sungv (p. 55). Concerning repetition in cadenzas, Lorenzoni states 
that "in order not to cause boredom through the lack of melodic vari- 
ety, figures should not be repeated many times in transposition [Leo 
in sequence], much less at the unison" (par, 137). Hiller says almost 
exactly the same thing as Agricola did on the subject (see p. 32). 
One sort of figure ought not to be repeated too often. You 
must try to combine various figures and alternate them with 
one another, so that they are more like an appropriate combi- 
nation of several detached phrases than a formal arioso 
melody. (P .  111) 
Like Lorenzoni, Turk stresses that too much repetition takes away the 
surprise necessary to the cadenza, 
No idea, no matter how beautiful i t  mBy be, should be intro- 
duced often, either at the same pitch or another. For the 
continued reiteration sf an idea wearies the attention of the 
listener, (P. 312) 
Tromlitz takes the view that "simple (einzelne) figures can be 
repeated more often than can compound (zusamtnengesetzte) figures." 
He considers that in the following example ( ~ i ~ u r e  241, "there are 
really four kinds of figures , , , and although the first is repeated 
four times, it is still not unpleasanttv 299). 
The woodwind cadenzas found, apart from those of the Regensburg 
oboist, exhibit a remarkable lack of repetition of figures. The 
following example (Figure 25) is the only exception. The Regensburg 
oboist made repetition of figures an integral part of his style--at 
the same pitch, as in Figure 26, or in sequence, as in Figure 27. 
Quantz allowed the use of three or four successive semitones in 

Figure 26. Cadenza for Alessandro Besozzi, Oboe concerto i n  G major 
(~egensburg, Besozzi 51, 2nd mvt., Andante i n  C ,  version A.  


according to Quantz, a finger vibrato (made with the finger on the edge 
of the nearest open hole down the instrument) should accompany the 
messa di voce wherever it appears (pp. 165-66). Mancini says that the 
messa di voce is not only "necessary at the beginning of a [vocal3 ca- 
denza" (p. 441 ,  but that "if it be executed with perfection and with 
the union of a trill [it] is enough to make a cadenza perfect." 
Lorenzoni comments also on the final trill of the cadenza. He 
says that the trill should begin pianissimo, then make a crescendo to 
the end (par, 141, sec, 3 ) .  Leopold Mozart mentions such a crescendo, 
used with an accelerating trill. 
The accelerating trill is vsed mostly in cadenzas. 
is usually adorned with piano and foite L i e  with a :escend{], 
for it is most beautiful when performed tin this manner 3. 
Mancini attaches great importance to the final trill. He calls 
it "this divine trill, without which every cadenza remains imperfect 
and languishes" (p. 52). Of his sole example of a cadenza (Figure 291, 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
he says that unless the singer has a voice "sufficient for executing I 
I 
the trill with perfection. . . the execution will remsiin imperfect, j 
languid, and pleasing to no one, because in this case the ascending 
[series of1 trill[s3 is that which characteriees, perfects, and gives 
the true value to the cadenza." Mancini considers a long final trill 
admirable in a double cadenza, "In the case where the voice is re- 1 
quired to sing with wind instruments such as the oboe and the trumpet, I 
then in the final cadenza the long trill will be heard with great i 
I 
pleasure, because the strength of the chest, the art and ingenuity of 1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
8. Leopold Mozart, Treatise, p. 189. i I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
Figure 29. Giambattista Mancini, 
sopra il canto figurato (3rd 
78 
Figure 30. Endings to cadenzas for (a) Pietro Nardini, Flute sonata in 
D major (~enoa, ~~3.23.32)~ 1st rnvt., Adagio in C; (b) Anton Adam 
Pachschmidt, Oboe concerto in G minor (Regensburg, Pachschmidt 351,  
1st mvt., A1,legro in C; (c) Reinart, Flute concerto in D major 
(~arlsruhe, M.K. 1551, 1st mvt.; (d) Alessandro Besozzi, Oboe con- 
certo in F major (~e~ensbur~, Besozzi 11, 1st mvt., Allegro in C, 
version A; (e) anonymous oboe concerto in G major (Xtegensburg, Inc. 
a , 1st mvt,, Allegro in C; ( f )  ibid., 2nd mvt., Andante 
quasi adagio in 314. 
- - - -  - 
- -- ---- - -- 
' I  
I 
-- - 
__________- - - - - _ . - - -  - - - 
chooses what he finds useful for his purpose and saves the 
rest for another occasion, 
Turk mentions motion in thirds and sixths and also the use of 
imitation. "In a double cadenza, only ideas can be used that permit 
an imitation or the accompaniment af a second voice." Then comes an 
ambiguous passage that might refer to suspensions, but might refer only 
to one voice resting while the other plays. "Usually one voice pauses 
until a tihort idea is finished in the other C~oiceJ." He continues: 
Generally, before the close both voices are in the habit of 
playing together in parallel motion, sometimes only in thirds 
and sixths. One should, however, be on his guard against al- 
lowing many intervals of the same kind to follow one another 
in succession, because the listener will be entertained 
through variety. (P. 320) 
Tromlitz initially says that double cadenzas "are made in sev- 
I 
era1 ways: they can consist of runs of thirds and sixths, or of free 
and suspended imitations, or of both together" ( p .  307). Later he 
I 
I makes clear that his preference is for the mixture, 
I You must not believe that a cadenza should consist only of 
1 
I suspensions and imitations: these can also be intermixed 
1 
I with consonant ideas. It will be so much more beautiful if 
1 
I one kind of figure or passage--or even similar figures and 
I passages-is not always to be heard, (B. 313) 
He stresses that variety is essential. 
1 
In the suspensions you must always watch the variety of the 
suspended intervals, so that monotony is avoided. Generally, 
you must constantly direct your attention to the diversity of 
the figures and passages, Also you must not make use of bare 
passages and runs, but of pleasant, agreeable, appropriate, 
and always varied ideas, ( P .  307) 
Tromlitz indicates that the kind of double cadenza normally composed by 
I 
I his contemporaries was different from his ideal. 
1 
I 
Those who do not understand composition content themselves 
I 
I with progressions of thirds and sixths, syncopations, trills, 
I 
I and little intermixed pauses. Or else they allow one part to 
I 
I stop and the other to play several notes above or below it, 
1 without any attempt at imitation. This is the commonplace 
I 
and easiest, but also the driestway. Those who understand 
1 composition, however, make use of free and suspended irni- 
, tations, as well as the above-mentioned procedures. ( P .  307) 
I 
Tromlitz's instructions on the treatment of suspensions and imitations 
(pp. 308-12) will not be quoted here, since they describe normal 
I , eighteenth-century practice. 
I 
I 
I In the double cadenzas found, suspensions and imitations oc- 
casionally occur separately, but they are never found together in the 
manner the writers advocate. Most of the cadenzas follow more or 
less Tromlitz s descriptions of the tlcomn~onplace and easiest" way. 
Figure 31 shows a typical example. 
1 
~i I 
i 1 
I 
i 
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I 
I 
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I 
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j 
1 # 
I Figure 31, Jean-Baptiste Breval, Cadenza from Simpho~ie Concertante in 
I 
, F major for flute, bassoon, and string orchestra, Opus 31 (~aris, 
I 
ca, 1790), 1st mvt., Maestoso in 2.9 
I -
1 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  
I 
I 
1 
I 
i 9. The cadenza exists in two slightly different versions, one in the 
I flvte part arid one in the bassoon part, The slurs shown dotted in 
I 
I Figure 31 occur only in the version in the bassoon part. 

Figure 
I _- ___--_- 
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I 
Meter and Tempo 
I Quantz and Agricola agreed that a single meter with invariable 
I 
I 
I tempo should not be employed in a cadenza (see p. 33). Hiller and 
I 
1 
~ 
Turk concur. Tromlitz says that a cadenza is normally without regular 
1 
, 
meter, but could be metrical when it is based on musical material from 
the movement. Only six of the solo cadenzas found are written with 
barlfnes throughout; three of these are not, however, in a regular 
meter. All except two of the double cadenzas are in a regular meter; 
I 
one-third of them change tempo at least once. 
I 
Hiller follows Agricola in saying that cadenzas "are more like 
I 
I 
I 
I an appropriate combination of several detached phrases than a formal 
1 I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
arioso melody" ( see pp. 34 and 71 above). For this reason, "you should 
1 
I not bind yourself to the meter, although as a rule you take the tempo 
1 
I 
1 
of tho aria to some extent and must not sing a cadenza Allegro in an 
(movement3 or conversely Ad_ag,io in an It Cp. 111). 
Turk also lnsists on the irregular nature sf the cadenza, 
In cadenzas you should not preserve the same meter and tempo 
throughout. Only detached, fragmentary (not fully realized) 
passages should be connected together appropriately; because 
the total effect should be more like a fantasy arisihg from 
the intensity of the passion than a regularly worked-out 
composition. (P. 312) 
In a footnote, he uses a dream as a metaphor to illustrate his idea. 1 i 
I 
Perhaps the cadenza can be compared not inappropriately to a 
dream. In the space of a f e w  minutes, we often dream of events 1 
that made the most v i v i d  impression on us when we actually ex- 
perienced them previously but [as presented in the dread with- I~ i 
out coherence and without clear conscbouswess. I 
I 
I 
I 
Like Hiller, Turk believes that parts of the cadenzas can generally be I 
at the tempo of the composition. "The meter and the tempo of the piece 1~ 
can indeed be reasonably continued in isolated parts of the cadenza, I 
I 
although in this regard you should also guard against far too great I 1 
uniformity." If the:composer has provided a cadenza himself, "as often i I 
i happens, OR good groundstft lurk  suggests that the player "should per- 1 
I 
form it more accqrding to his own feeling than metrically, because with i 
this [written cadenza] also the notes must not be played exactly ac- 
I 
I 
cording to their proper value" (p,  310). I 1 
Trornlitz has a more flexible view of the  rhythm sf cadenzas I 
than Hiller or Turk, At first he says that cadenzas are ltfcar the most 
1 
I 
part without regular meter. a . Sometimes it seems as though they I 
had meter, but before long they lose it again" (p.  304 ) .  But later I 
he does allow metrical cadenzas, especially when they are based on mu- I 1 
i 
sfcal material from thd  movement, I i 
i 
I 
I 
I  
I 
I believe that it could sometimes be quite feasible, without 
being detrimental to the nature of cadenzas, if it were ar- 
ranged to set them in meter and make them useful. Indeed, it 
happens quite often that cadenzas are made in regular meter 
without the performer noticing it or intending it, especially 
if the cadenza is formed from musical ideas in the movement 
(which are still, of course, in regular meter). If you take 
these ideas out of their meter, a once-ordered thing is 
brought into disorder, which is always artificial, and it 
amounts to the same if you begin cadenzas with these metrical 
ideas, molding the listener's ear in a certain way at the be- 
ginning. I think that in such a case you could always play 
in a regular meter, if it did not disconcert the listener. . . . 
(Pp. 304-05) 
I 
I 
I 
I He gives two examples of cadenzas in a regular meter, "as an experimenttq 
left "to the judgment of connoisseurs"l0 (see Figure 32) .  
I 
In his discussion of the more usual nonmetrical cadenza, 
I 
I 
I Tromlitz attempts to describe the fluctuations of the basic tempo one 
I 
I would make in performance. He says that he has given his example (see 
Figure 24, p. 72) the basic tempo marking Allegretto, "so that you have 
I 
I 
i something to hold on toft (p. 300). In this example, 
I 
1 the first four triplets after the fermata sign are played at 
~ the tempo of the movement to which the cadenza belongs. On 
I the note f i t ' '  you pause again and make a crescendg as long as 1 you think appropriate. The following sixteenth-notes are 
, played a little more slowly [than their notated value at the 
basic tempo). The six quarter-notes should not be played like 
quarter-notes at the tempo of the movement or like eighth-notes, 
but at a tempo between the two. The remaining figures . . . 
I 
I are played as you think fit. 
1 
1 Only six of the solo woodwind cadenzas I found are barred 
I 
1 thraughout as if they were in a regular meter. Three of the cadenzas 
I 
1 
i 
are for the three movements of one concerto; two of the others are for 
I 
I 
1 
i 
1 10. Both are said by Tromlitz to be too long for practical cadenzas. 
He supplies breathing-places, shown by means of the signsf ,F , 
and ): . 
I I 
I 
I 
1 
i 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
85 
I 
Figure 32. Tromlitz, Unterricht, Ex. ( ~ 4 3 ,  pp. 305-06. 
. . - . - - . - - - - -- - - - . -- - . - . - - - - - - . -- -- 
two of the movements of another concerto (the third movement has a ca- 
denza with only two bar-lines and irregular note groupings). Three of 
the six cadenzas are really in a mixture of meters rather than the 
meter indicated by the bar-lines. For example, the first of the two 
apparently metrical cadenzas for a flute concerto by Mysliwiczek is 
clearly in 414 meter, as barred; the second cadenza--barred in 4/4, 
although the movement itself is in 214--is more correctly barred in 
2/4, 312 (two measures), 2/4 (four measures), 314 ( two measures), 214 
(three measures) (see Figure 331. Although the first movement of the 
concerto having regularly-barred cadenzas in all three movements is in 
86 
Figure 33. Cadenzas f o r  Joseph Mysliwiczek, Flute concerto in D major 
(~tadtbibliothek, Breslau, Musik Ha 151, (a) 1st mvt., 
modo in C ;  ( b )  3rd rnvt., Allegro molto in 214. 
_I_ 
- - - - -  
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- - - - -- - . - - - - 
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4/4 meter, its cadenza is in 314 meter .ll Thus only two of the s i x  ca- I 
denzas are actually in the meter of the movement to which they belong. i 
Metrical cadenzas obviously have an unimportant tole among the solo ca- 
t 
denzas found, I 
In five of the solo cadenzas,12 changes of tempo are indicated i 
I 
by means of tempo markings. In four cases, a faster tempo appears to- I 
wards the end of the cadenza (see Figure 34). i I 
i 
Figure 34. Cadenza for Nicolaus Dothel, Flute concerto in A major I 
(Regensburg, Dothel 11, 1st mvt., I I 
1 
-- -- . . - - - . . . -. - - . 
. - - - - - . -- -- t 
1 
I 
I  
I 
I I  
I 
I I 
I 
_I______________.- - 
I 
i 
In the fifth case ( ~ i g u r e  351, there are four tempo changes--apparently I I 
i 
I 
an attempt to notate the tempo fluctuations made in performance. i 
Quentz sald that double cadenzas should not be in a regular 
! 
meter, his only stipulation being that imitations of passages heard in 
I 
t 
I 
one part should be at the same tempo and with the same number of notes i I 
i 
I 
11. Fzanz Anton Rosettf, Bassoon concertino in Eb major (Regensburg, I 1 
Rosetti 22/11), 1st mvt., Allegro molto comodo in C. I i 
12. Cadenzas for Giuseppe Bonno, Flute concerto in G major (Karl.sruhe, I 
M.K. 621, 1st mvt., Allegro in C, and 2nd mvt., Adagio in C, ves- 
sion B (see Figure 18); and Gerosa, Flute concerto i n D  major I 
(~arlsruhe, M.K. 163), 3rd mvt., Largo in 314,  version B; plus the 1 
cadenzas for work8 by DotheI and Mqhaut quoted in Figures 33-34. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
1 1 



Figure 36 (conttd0), 
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performer who writes down a cadenza bears the sole responsibility for 
playing it. The performers of a double cadenza, on the other hand, 
I 
must come to an agreement on the manner 4f performing the cadenza. An 
obvious method of ensuring that both make the fluctuations of tempo at 
the same time is to notate the tempo changes. 
Of the nine triple cadenzas found, six are in regular meter. 
Four have at least one tempo change. All three of the cadenzas for 
four instruments are in regular meter; two have at least one tempo 
change. Both cadenzas for five instruments are in regular meter with 
no tempo changes. There is a discelrnible trend away from free fantasy 
towards formal melody in passing from the solo cadenza to the cadenza 
for many instruments. 
Harmonic Scope 
After E. 1760, the basic harmonic progression of cadenzas is 
from tonic six-four to dominant seventh to tonic. quantz all.owed little 
tonal digression in the cadenza (see pp. 37-38). Most later writers 
permit a wider range of keys to be touched. Except for those by the 
Regensburg oboist, the cadenzas found are limited in their harmonic 
digression, generally moving only to the dominant or staying entirely 
within the area of the home key. The cadenzas of the Regensburg oboist 
are snore adventurous, considerable importance being given to the sub- 
I mediant and supertonic. 
The opening of the cadenza on the tonic six-four chord is taken 
for granted by the writers after E. 1760. All the woodwind cadenzas 
found begin on this chord, The addition of the dominant seventh chord 
beneath the final trill of the cadenza is mentioned only by Lorenzoni, 
He says that while the soloist is playing the trill, "the bass will 
play the fifth of the key of the piece, with the major third, fifth, 
and seventh. When the trill is finished, all the instrumentalists 
play their own partsqt(par. 141, sec. 3). Anthony Baines has interpre- 
ted this to mean that the accompanying instruments supply the chord of 
the dominant seventh during the trill.13 Bainest s interpretation 
makes onelwonder why no source tells the upper strings which of the 
notes--third, fifth, seventh--to play, More likely, Lorenzoni means 
that the cellos and string basses play the fifth of the key; the key- 
board continuo instrument--when present--suppfies the dominant seventh 
chord. 
The four cadenzas in a late edition of Deuiennets flute method 
are unique among the cadenzas found in having elaborate endings be- 
tween the final trill and its resolution on the tonic, Three of these 
endings stress the harmony of the dominant seventh chord, which, as 
13. Woodwind Instruments and their History (3rd edn.; London: 
Faber; New York: Norton, 19671, p. 3'11. 
Faber & 
we have just seen, is played by the accompanying instruments during the 
trill (see Figure 37). 
Figure 37. Endings to the four cadenzas in Franfois Devienne, ~e'thode 
our la f late, par F, Devienne. Fransais et allemand (~ffenbach, 
:a. 1805), pp. 62-63. ' I 
-.I)- 
-- 
la) kf 
Quantz said that a short cadenza should stay entirely within 
the home key, that a longer one cbuld touch the subdominant, and that . 
an even longer one could touch the subdominant and dominant. He also 
allowed a brief change from a major mode to the parallel minor (see pp. 
37-38). Lorenzoni agrees with Quantz that a short cadenza should re- 
main in the home key (par. 138). For a longer cadenza he permits the 
touching of a wider range of keysomthe parallel minor, relative minor, 
subdominant, dominant, or supertonic in major keys; the relative major, 
subdominant, or dominant in minor keys. 
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Hiller classifies cadenzas into three groups. The first group 
is restricted to "the scale or harmony of the principal keyw (p .  112). 
In the second group, Ifinstead of the harmony of the tonic you choose the 
harmony of the dominant and touch the tonic only incidentally," His 
example of a cadenza which "belongs for the most part in the harmony of 
the dominant" (p. 115) is actually based upon the dominant seventh 
chord, The third group touches other keys: Hiller names only the do- 
minant and submediant, saying that other keys are "more harmful than 
useful." Nevertheless, of the seventeen cadenzas included in his book I 
and in his Sechs italiSn,ische Arien (see p, 12 above), no fewer than 
eight touch the supertonic as well as the dominaat and submediant. 
Hiller complains that although the unexpected touching of other keys 
contributes towards the surprise essential to the cadenza, "some 
singers practise this to foolhardiness" (p. 118). 
Turk does not specify which other keys may be touched: he 
gives the rule that for artistic unity the caden2a should not move far- 
ther from the home key than the piece itself moved, 
The touching of other keys--especially far-removed ones-- 
should not occur at all, for example, in short cadenzas, or 
should be applied very judiciously and, as it were, only in 
passing. In no case should you touch keys which the composer 
hirilself has not touched in the piece of music, This rule has 
its basis, it seems to me, in the laws of unity, which--as 98 
well known--must be adhered to in all works of art. (Moreover, 
the cadenza should . , . be a brief representation of the 
whole.) Primarily, the cadenza is based only upon the harmony 
of the s$x-four chord and, if necessary, the resulting triad, 
Only, nowadays this harmonic circle would be too narrow. 
Therefore you can touch neighboring keys, but do not stay too 
lsng in them, so that the feeling of the main key is not lost, 
( P *  311) 
Tromlitz describes methods of touching only the subdominant and 
dominant (pp. 301-03) ; his examples also make use of the supertonic. 
I; The passage in which Ribock propounds his novel view of tonal 1 digression has already been quoted (see p. 53).  His idea is to move 
well away from the area of the home key as quickly as possible and 
eventually to return in an unexpected manner. He adds that this me- 
thod is only for solo cadenzas. "If you have an instrument where 
double stops are possible, or if there are several principal parts--as 
in a double cadenza--then you can make use of more difficult harmonies 
I 
i and dissonances" ( p .  727) .  
I 
i Except for those by the Regensburg oboist, the woodwind caden- 1 
I zas found are limited in their harmonic digression, mainly moving only 
to the region of the dominant or remaining in the home key. Of the ca- 
denzas for nonconcertos, one touches only the dominant; the other two 
I touch the supertonic, subdominant, dominant, and submediant. Of the 
I 
i cadenzas from Regensburg for instruments other than the oboe, seven 
i 
remain in the home key, one touches only the subdominant, one touches 
only the submediant, and four touch only the dominant. Of the caden- 
1 zas from Karlsruhe, two remain in the home key, fifteen touch only the 
I 
I 
1 dominant; the remainder touch the supertonic (three times), subdominant 
! 
(once), and dominant (four times). Of the cadenzas for concertos from 
I 
I libraries other than Karlsruhe or Regensburg, seven remain in the home I 
, 
key, one touches only the dominant, and one touches only the submediant. 
In all, sixteen remain entirely within the home key; one touches only 
the subdominant, twenty-nine touch only the dominant, and two touch 
i 
I only the submediant. Of the cadenzas touching more than one key, five 
I 
touch the supertonic, three the subdominant, six the dominant, and two 
the submediant. The supertonic is accorded equal importance with the 
subdominant; the dominant is clearly far more important than either. 
Of the 114 complete cadenzas by the Regensburg oboist, 20 stay 
entirely in the home key. 13 touch only the supertonic, 4 only the 
subdominant, 14 only the dominant, and 5 only the submediant. Of the 
58 cadenzas touching more than one key, 1 touches the parallel minor, 
51 the supertonic, 8 the subdominant, 44 the dominant, and 29 the sub- 
medinnt. A distinctive feature of this oboist's style is the use of 
the supertonic as a pre-dominant immediately before the final trill of 
the cadenza (see Figure 38). Roughly two-thirds of the occurrences of 
Figure 38. Cadenza for Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, Oboe concerto in 
C major (~egensburg, ~ittersd k29), 1st mvt., Allegro in C. 
- n 
the supertonic are in this context; its importance is thus not as great 
as it may appear from the above figures. Nevertheless, although the 
dominant is again the most important key to be touched, the use of the 
- 
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supertonic and submediant is also significant, 
I  
I Th,e Use of Musical Material from the Mo~e~ment 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Quantz and Agricola favored the use of musical material from 
I 
the movement to ensure that the cadenza expressed the principal passion 
! 
1 of the movement (see p. 38).  Most of the later treatise writers favor 
I 
the practice for the same reason. In only a few of the cadenzas found 1 
1 
i is there any resemblance between the cadenza and the musical material 
I 
I 
I of the movement. 
I 
1 
Mancini insists that good "judgment should lead the singer to 1 
I choose a motive from the cantllena of tha music of the ariaw (p. 55). 
I 
I 
Audiences welcomed the practice. "He who knows enough to take a mo- 
I 
I tive or a passage from the body of the ritornello of the aria and 
blend it judiciously with the rest of his invention will reap parti- 
cular applause," 
Lorenzoni suggests the use of "one of the better ideas from 
! the melodyt1 of the movement only if the performer "has not the capa- 
1 city to inventrt a cadenza without such a crutch (par. 141, sec. 51, 
I 
I 
I Hiller, like Quantz and Agricola, favors the use of material 
I from the movement so that the cadenza "is based on the character and 
principal passion of the aria" (p. 111). He follows Agricola in re- 
commending more than one idea from the movement. "In order to make a 
~ 
cadenza really suitable for the aria, you can also make use of de- 
I 
I tached, beautiful places from the aria itself and try to interweave 
I 
! them into Lrhe cadenza] appropriately." 
Turk also suggests incorporating the main ideas of the move- 
ment into the cadenza* 
The cadenza should . . , above all reinforce in the strongest 
way the impression that the piece has made and present the im- 
portant parts as if in a summary or extremely concise - 
abridgement. . . . You could, if necessary, weave into the ca- 
denza detached ideas of particular importance--not complete, 
but as extracts--if they can be appropriately combined into 
the whole, ( P ,  310) 
Tromlitz also discusses the use of more than one idea from the I 
movement, Ile believes the practice to be of value only ifi an emergen- 
You must make sure f that cadenzas) originate from the princi- 
pal passion, In order to be certain of this, you can take 
the most fitting ideas of the movement and form a cadenza 
from them. This helpful solution is .aheady old and well 
known, but also good in case of emergency, if you have pre- 
pared nothing and no ideas come immediately to mind, If you 
have a stock of suitable ideas, however, you do not need this 
aid, (P, 301) 
I have discovered few cases in which there is any marked re- 
semblance between woodwind cadenzas and musical material from the 
movements in which they are found. In one manuscript of a flute con- 
certo by Michael Haydn,all three movements have cadenzas based on a 
single motive from the movement in question; the cadenzas for the sec- 
ond and third movements are merely statements of the motive with 
extensions before and afterwards (see Figure 39). A cadenza apparently 
written by the composer Joseph Fiala for his own oboe concerto14 links 
together two fragments from the movement,,adding material before and 
afterwards (see Figure 40). A cadenza for a clarinet concerto by 
14. Laila Storch, in the preface to her edition of the concerto  on- 
don]: Boosay & Hawkes, 19691, says that the same cadenza is found 
in both extant manuscripts ( ~ e ~ e n s b u r ~  and Schloss ~arbur~). It 
is thus reasonable to assume that the cadenza is by Fiala. 


Figure 40. Joseph Fiala, Cadenza from oboe concerto i n  D major ( ~ e ~ e n s -  
burg, Pia la  51, 1st mvt. ,  Allegro in $. 
Figure  4 1 ,  Motive from and cadenza f o r  Kunz, C l a r i n e t  concer to  i n  Eb 
4 
major ( ~ n i h o v n a  ~ g r o d n l h o  Musea, Prague, X.B. 2051, only mvt., 
Majestoso i n  C. 
Kunz begins with part of a theme from the movement, modifies it slightly, 
then tacks on an extension (see Figure 41). A cadenza by the Regensburg 
oboist incorporates a motive in a subtle way (see Figure 42). 
Figure 42. Motive from and cadenza for Franz Xavier Richter, Oboe con- 
certo in F major (Regensburg, Richter 201, 1st rnvt., Allegro 
maestoso in $, 
-- 
- _ _ _ _  ___.- 
The reason why so few of the woodwind cadenzas found were based on mu- 
sical material from the movement may be that, as Lorenzoni and Tromlitz 
suggest, this ~ccurred only in an emergency. When the performer had 
enough time to write something down in advance, he did not need such an 
aid. 
Quant z and Agricola 
Length 
wrote that cadenzas for the voice and for 
woodwind instruments must be short enough to be sung or played in one 1 
I 
breath, but that cadenzas for stringed instruments and double cadenzas I 
I 
could be longer (see p. 39). Although the later writers do not insist I I 
I 
1 
on the one-breath rule for singers and woodwind players, they believe 
I 
I 
that the cadenzas should still be short and the continuity unbroken, 
I 1 
The writers agree that cadenzas for stringed instruments and double ca- 
I 
t 
I 
denzas may be longer. All the flute cadenzas found seem short enough 1 I 
to be performed in one or.two breaths. Some of the cadenzas from the I ! 
Regensburg court--including those by the oboist--appear a little long- , 
I 
I er. 
I 
I 
Mancini stresses the importance of singing a vocal cadenza in i 
I 
one breath. 'The art of knowing how to sustain and measure the I t 
breath, to rule with just proportion the cadenza from beginning to I 1 
end, in order not to be constrained to interrupt it, is one of the I 
1 
principal and most necessary treasures which the scholar can win" (P. 
I 
I 
54). Audiences may also have been cognizant of the one-breath rule, I 
since Mancini speaks of "the embarrassment occasioned by shortness of 
i j 
I breath," , i 
I 
I 
Lorenzoni says that cadenzas for singers and woodwind players I 
I 
I 
should be short, "without the breath being replenishfed many times" I I 
(par. 140). Like Quantz, he attributes this to the lack of accompa- I I 
I 
I I 
nying harmony in such cadenzas; he allows stringed instruments longer I I 
I 
cadenzas, since they can supply harmony by means of multiple stops. I i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
i 
The average length of the cadenzas in his chapter is similar to that 
of the cadenzas in Quantzls chapter intended to be performed in one 
breath (see Figure 4 3 ) .  
Figure 43. Dr. Antonio Lorenzoni, 
traverso (Vicenza, 17791, Ex.  
- 
-- - - - - - - - - _ _- - - _. _- -_-- _ -- -- - 
Hiller prefers that a vocal cadenza be sung in one breath, 
but allows it to be longer if the continuity is unbroken. 
Cadenzas must not ., . . be too long. Really, breath should 
not be taken in them. Therefore, according to the rules, 
they ought to last no longer than the singer's breath allows. 
But as the very different strengths and weaknesses of the 
breast <and also other chance circumstances) allow now more, 
now less, and occasionally also much too little Lbreath], 
and besides, an idea that is complete in itself and, moreover, 
has some significance requires some expahsion, this law is 
not to be held inviolable. Only, the breath must be taken 
with such rapidity and on such notes that the continuity is 
not broken. (P. 111) 
Agricola, on whose cadenza material Hiller's was based, had already 
I 
, implied that the one-breath rule was designed to ensure the continu- 
I ity of the cadenza (see p. 41 above). The cadenzas Hiller published 
in his chapter and in his Sechs italilnische Arien (see p. 12 above) 
seem to have been intended to be sung in one breath (see Figure 44). 
Hiller says almost the same as Agricola concerning the length of 
Figure 44. Johann Adam Hiller, (a) first cadenza for "Aria nellgopera 
Leucippo di Basse, '*Per me vivi, amato bene,;"'(b) first cadenza 
for "Aria nelllopera Fetonte di Graun, 'Compiangimi, non sai,"" 
from Sechs italignische Arien verschledene Gomponisten mit das 
Art, sie zu singen und zu ve'rlndern (Leipzig, 1778). 
double cadenzas (see  p. 41 above). 
In this kind of cadenza, the taking of breath is certainly 
allowed; it can be done so opportunely by one Csingeg -- 
while the other [singer] continues--that it is not easy for 
someone to become aware of it, (P. 125) 
I 
Petri also stipulates that the audience should be unaware of 
the taking of breath. He says that, even,with unnoticeable breaths, 
cadenzas for woodwind instruments should last RO longer than the length 
of two breaths. He believes long cadenza for the voice or woodwind 
instruments to be "unnatural," comparing their effect to that which an 
Amen would have if it lasted for fifteen minutes and comprised an 
Allegro, a Largo, an Adagio, fermatas and pauses, an Andante, a Fugue, 
and finally a coda! 
Schlegel does not discuss the length of t h e  cadenza, His two 
model examples ( ~ i ~ u r e  45) could certainly have been performed in one 
I breath. 
Figure 45, Franz Anton Schlegel, Grtindliche Anleitung die Fl8te zu 
spielen nach Quantzens Anweisung (~raz, 17881, Tab. VIII. 
player . . , must make if he wants to be successful in his playingqt 
(p. 298). He singles out pianists and string players, who 
often make cadenzas as long as the part of the movement that 
leads up to them, and in this manner come so far away from 
the musical ideas [of the movement] that at the beginning of 
the ritornello you have to make an effort to recollect 
whether it also belongs to this particular movement. Idea is 
heaped upon idea--or rather, note upon noteomnot disclosing 
the slightest feeling of the main music. If the cadenza is 
only very long, then bravissims! is called. 
Tromlitz then restates the one-breath rule, "'The wind instrumentalist 
and singer cannot do as they please, but are limited to the length of 
one breath, because no cadenza should be longer than a breath  last^.^' 
He observes that '?the reed instrumentalist can make his breath lase 
longer than the flute player, for the flute needs more air and also 
more is lost," Trom%itz's examples show that he expected a consider- 
able quantity of music to be performed in one breath on the flute (see 
Figure 461, 
Figure 46. Tromlitz, Unterricht, EX. (n), p. 302. 
. - - - -- - - - - - 
. - - - - . -. . -- - . . - - - - - - . - . - - - - - -  -- - - 
After establishing the one-breath rule, he concedes that a cadenza 
could be made longer if suitable opportunities were found for taking 
k breath without losing the coninuity. At the same time, he warns that 
h 
a cadenza which is too long and contains too many ideas loses its pur- 
pose of surprise. His example of a longer cadenza (Figure 47) has the 
following commentary. 
Figure 47. Tromlitz, Untetricht, Ex. (p), pp. 303-04. 
- - -. - - 
I 
- - - - -. - -- - - - 
There are plenty of opportunities for taking breath without 
spoiling the sense of the music. You can breathe in the lit- 
tle [ sixteenth-note] rests, snatching a small amount of air 
at each; again, cut short the quarter-notes with strokes over 
them which follow, if necessary; and you have another oppor- 
tunity in the rest before the final trill. ( ~ p .  303-04) 
110 
From this we may deduce that Tromlitz did not expect that a breath 
would normally be taken in a cadenza before the final trill or after a 
fermata sign, 15 
It is difficult to tell whether a given cadenza is intended to 
be performed in one breath. If the player or the audience were not 
concerned about adherence to the one-breath rule, a cadenza that ap- 
pearea playable in one breath may not have been thus played. The 
cadenzas found from the Regensburg court vary greatly in length, from 
the short ones for clarinet and flute shown in Figures 48 and 49 to 
the exceedingly long one for basset horn show in Figure 50. Figure 50 
clearly shows that cadenzas performed at the court could be consider- 
ably longer than one breath. The cadenzas by the oboist of the court, 
moderate in length, were probably performed in a few breaths. 
All the flute cadenzas found are fairly short and were probably 
performed in from one to three breaths. This agrees well with the di- 
rectives of the writers after z. 1760. Too few cadenzas for other 
woodwind instruments were found to allow any general conclusions to be 
drawn about their length. 
15. The length of the pause at a fermata sign is discussed by Turk.  
"In a slow tempo, pause oa the note with the fermata sign 
about as long again as its correct duration. . , , In a 
fast tempo, this delay would be too short; therefore for a 
quarter note you could wait about the duration of four 
Cquarter notesj, On long notes with a fi , you need pause 
only about as long again as the duration of the note. If 
the fermata sign stands above a short rest , * . you can 
pause about three to four quarter notes over the pre- 
scribed value--if, that is to say, the tempo is fast: in 
slow tempos half of that would be enough." (P .  121) 



Figure 50 (cont'd.). 
- 
In one case, a direct comparison can be made between solo and 
double cadenzas for the flute. There are extant cadenzas for the slow 
movements of two solo flute sonatas and tiwo Elute duets by Pietro 
Nardini, written in the same hand. The double cadenzas are about twice 
as long as the solo cadenzas (see Figure 51). The other double caden- 
zas found are also longer than the solo cadenzas. Of the eleven 
cadenzas for first movements, the five in C meter vary from twelve to 
twenty-nine measures in length with a mean length of twenty-two mea- 
l 
sures; the six in $ meter vary from seven to eighteen measures in 
length with a mean length of fifteen measures.  he cadenzas for oth- 
er movements are too few for statistics to be significant.) 
Summary 
The major writers on the cadenza (with the exception of Man- 
cini) borrow much of their material on, or their approach to, the 
cadenza from Quantz and Agricola. Where the later treatise writers 
agree with Quantz and Agricola, they differ from contemporaneous prac- 
tice (as evidenced in the cadenzas found). Wherethey disagree with 
I, 
I 
Quantz and Agricola, the new ideas on the subject correspond to con- 
I I 
temporaneous practice. I 
The purpose of the cadenza, according to Quantz and Agricola, 
I 
was to surprise as well as to be the culmination of the prfncipal pas- 
I 
I/ 
l l  
I 
I 
I 


Figure 51 (cont'd.). 
sion of the movement. Although the later treatise writers also gener- 
ally pronounce these to be the purposes of the cadenza, they make clear 
that some of their contemporaries believed the purpose to be the dem- 
onstration of great technical accomplishment and endurance. 
Some of the later writers still believe that solo cadenzas 
should be improvised, others that they should be written out in ad- 
vance. All believe that double cadenzas should not be improvised. 
The written-out cadenzas found clearly illustrate that cadenzas were 
not always improvised. 
Only one later author tries to relate melodic characteristics 
to passions as did Quantz and Agricola: others give characteristics 
only for slow and fast movements. Practice was sometimes different 
from theory. The later treatise writers still restrict the repeti- 
tion of figures; this is borne out in the cadenzas. None of the double 
cadenzas measures up to the standards of the treatise writers for me- 
lodic content, in that imitations and suspensions rarely occur. 
Later treatise writers continue to maintain that the cadenza 
should not employ a single meter with invariable tempo. One writer 
allows metrical cadenzas if they are based on musical material from 
the movement. Few of the solo cadenzas found,but almost all of the 
double cadenzas, are in a regular meter. Many double cadenzas indi- 
cate changes of tempo. 
Most later writers permit the touching of a wider range of 
keys than did Quantz and Agricola. The cadenzas of the Regensburg 
oboist regularly employ this new freedom, but the other cadenzas are 
more limited. 
Although most writers follow Quantz and Agricola in advocating 
the use of musical material from the movement to ensure that the ca- 
denza express the principal passion of the movement, this practice is 
used in only a few of the cadenzas found. 
If the continuity of the woodwind cadenza is unbroken, the 
later writers allow the performer to make it a little longer than one 
breath. The cadenzas examined are indeed a little longer 
gle breath would allow. 
than a sin- 
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It is indispensable that the cadenza suggest the har- 
mony of the themes on which it is con$tructed, Stringed 
instruments, from this point of view, can make double, tri- 
ple, and quadruple stops, which not only break the monotony 
of the unaccompanied music, but also form polyphonic aggre- 
gates that characterize the harmony of a theme, even if they 
do not reproduce it completely, 
In order to produce this harmonic impression, the 
flute player need only use the passages surrounding the 
themes, He tries to bring out certain modulations setting 
the themes well into relief against their underlying arpeg- 
gios, fiorituras, arabesques, and embellishments of all 
kinds, To come extent, he will thus create the illusion that 
the acc~mpaniment has not stopped, h t  that it is simply re- 
duced to some sparse chords. 
Finally, he will try to vary his timbres and to 
alternate brilliance with charm, In a word, he will strive 
to create a musical atmosphere that will make the audience 
overlook the technical dryness of a cadenzael 
Taffanel and Gaubert gave directions for disguising the fact 
that the cadenza is a single, unaccompanied melody lineo The means 
they suggest are those of the nineteenth century, not of the eight- 
eenth, and will necessarily produce cadenzas of some technical 
difficulty, The kind of cadenza recommended in the above instructions 
may be seen in the following example (Figure 52), written for Mozart's 
D major flute concert. This exceedingly long cadenza is based on the 
main themes of the movement, Although the intermixed florid passage- 
work is supposed to characterize the harmony of these themes, it 
belongs to nineteenth-century harmonic--and melodic--practice, The 
passagework also completely alters the passion of the themes, There 
are many pauses. The standard of technical difficulty involved is 
much higher than that of the concerto itself, Furthermore, the caden- 
4 1. [.aul) Taffanel and [~hili~pe] Gaubert, ~&hode compl$te de flute 
(paris: Leduc, 19231, p. 179, My translation, 
Figure 52. Cadenza for 1st mvt. of Concerto i n  D major (K. 314) for 
f l u t e  and o r c h e s t r a  by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart from ~P:u~I z Taffanel  and t l ? h i l i g p e 7  Gaubert ,  ~ g t h o d e  complete de f l u t e  (paris: 
Leduc, 19231, pp. 179-80. 


Figure 52 (contld.) 
-- -- - 
za employs a greater range than the concerto (cadenza, cl# to a"'; 
- - 
concerto, 2' to em '1. 
.I 
The idea that the passagework should suggest the underlying 
harmonies is perpetuated in a more recent influential flute method, 
Hans-Peter Schmitzls FlUtenlehre. 
In order to become acquainted with and master the arpeggio 
style characteristic of the flute, you should study these 
cadenzas closely. Primarily, however, they shou d serve to 
sttmulate each player to write his own cadenzas. 4 
The "arpeggio style" Schmitz has in mind is Illustrated in the two ca- 
denzas he provides for the Mozart G major flute concerto (see Figure 
53). Many melodic notes are preceded by arpeggio flourishes. Again, 
the cadenza is exceedingly long (~chmitz provides six breath marks, 
plus one optional breath mark, plus two rests where further air may be 
taken). Again, the cadenza employs a greater range than the concerto 
(cadenza, cp# to at''; concerto, 2' to gllt). 
- - 
2. Hans-Peter Schmitz, Flutenlehre ( 2  vols.; Kassel: Bgrenreiter, 
1955), Vol. 2, p. 83. My translation. 
Figure 53.  Cadenza for 2nd mvt. of Concerto 
flute and orchestra by Wolfgang Amadeus 
Schmitz, Fltenlehre ( 2  vols. ; Kassel: 
2, pp. 82433. 
in G major (K. 313) fo r  
Mozart, from Hans-Peter 
Blrenreiter , 19551, Vol. 
Immoderate length is a common d propety of twentieth-century ca- 
h- 
denzas for eighteenth-century woodwind music. For his cadenzas for 
\ the Mozart G major flute ~oncerto,~ Georges Barrere quotes the follow- 
ing performance tFmes: cadenza for the first movement, 2 mins LO 
secs; cadenza for the second movement, 1 mln 10 sees, Bassoon cadenzas 
are especially inclined to be long (see Figure 54) .  This may be be- 
cause bassoonists, having little $010 literature in which to display 
their accomplishment, use the cadenza ts thLs end. The cadenzas for 
well-known woodwind concertos that have appeared as separate pubbica- 
tions generally seem to be longer than those included in editions of 
the concertos. No doubt the cadenzas need to be more imposing to jus- 
I 
t i f y  their separate publication, In recent years, cadenzas have 
1 
tended to become shorter than their early twentieth-century countes- 
I 
I 
parts. The following example (I?igure 55) i s  of eighteenth-century 
I 
I proportions. 
I 
1 
I It was mentioned above that nineteenth-century taste apparently 
I 
did not find inappropriate the juxtaposition in a composition and the 
I 
cadenza for it of contemporaneous and eighteenth-century styles, Many 
twentieth-century writers of cadenzas for eighteenth-century woodwind 
I! music have also found no incongruity in the employment of nhneteenth- 
I 
I or even twentieth-century harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic practices, 
The cadenzas Jacques Ibert wrote for the Mozart bassoon concerto owe 
I 
much to his own style of composition, especially rhythmically.4 But 
I  
I 
I j 
1 % 3. Gearges Barrere, 
by Mozart ( ~ e w  
I 
4 ,  Jacques Ibert, 
I 96 de Mozart ( 
1 
, 
I1 
Figure  54, J. Walter Guet te r ,  Cadenza f o r  Concerto i n  Bb f o r  bassoon 
and o r c h e s t r a  (K. 191) by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart ( ~ e i ~ z i ~ :  
Hofmeister,  n.d.), 1st mvt., Al leg ro  i n  C. 
- - -  
- - 
- -- 
- -  - 
- 
- - - 
Figure 54 ( cont d. 1. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Figure 55, Evelyn Rothwell, Cadenza for Concerto in C major for oboe 
and strings by Ernst Eichner (London: Oxford University Press, 
19511, 1st mvt., Allegro tempo giusto in C. 
-- - --'- 
A - - . .-- - - - -. - . --- - - ---  -- --- - -- -- . -- 
-- ---- - 
-- -- - - - 
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composers and performers are not the only writers inv~lved in this ap- 
proach to the cadenza, The flutist and nbp1sic0%ogfst Hans-Peter 
Schrnitz, whose discussion of the eighteenth-century flute cadenza in 
his book constitutes the only published 
historical material on the eighteenth-century woodwind cadenza prior 
to the present study, has not felt obliged to write his own cadenzas 
in an imitation of eighteenth-century style (see pp. 124-25 above). 
Raymond Meylan, also a flutist and musicologist, who helped me to find 
cadenzas for the present study, has published many cadenzas as elabo- 
rate as the following (see Figure 56). The ultimate example of the 
employment of later stylistic traits in a cadenza for an eighteenth- 
century c~rnposition would be a cadenza for, sayp the Mozart flute con- 
certo fn the style of Berio" Seequenza or an even further sladvancedgt 
piece. 
5, Schmitz, pp, 62-65. 
Figure 56, Raymond Meylan, Cadenza for Johann Christian Fischer, Con- 
certo No. 2 for oboe and orchestra ( ~ i e s b a d e n :  Breitkopf & 
Hlrtel, 19631, 1st mvt., Allegro in C. 
Figure 56 (cont'd.). 
To the efghteenth-century writerg, the cadenza was a fantasy, 
a dream: it was not a formal melody in regular meter, Its purpose 
was twofold: to surprise, and to be the culmination of the principal 
passion of the movement. In order to surprise, the cadenza had not to 
be too long, continuity was essential, variety in the figures and in- 
tervals was required, and little repetition was allowed, In order to 
ensure that the cadenza express the passion of the movement, musical 
material from that movement could be used. Spontaneity was mandatory: 
even when the cadenza was not extemporized, it had to sound as though 
it were, That the cadenzas found are only rarely based on musical ma- 
terial from the movement represents the main difference between theory 
and practice that emerges from the present study, Although the trea- 
tise writers show that some of their cantemporaries used the cadenza 
as a vehicle for the demonstration of great technical ascomplishment, 
only one cadenza was found in which this was obviously the purpose. 
Twentieth-century cadenzas for eighteenth-century woodwind 
compositions are often based on musical material from the movement, 
They generally modify and add to this material 5n such a manner, how- 
ever, that the passion is rarely adhered to, much less brought to ahy 
culmination, The cadenzas fail to surprise, except perhaps through 
technical means; they are too long; and because of the use of too many 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
pauses, they lack continuity. Invariably not improvised, they can, 
1 
I nevertheless, sound spontaneous in the haads of a good performer, 
I Turk  invokes the "laws of unity, which--as is well known--must 
I 
1 
I be adhered to in all works of art" (see p. 94 above) to restrict the 
1 tonal digression of a cadenza to the keys employed in the composition 1 
I 
I itself, Artistic unity could also be invoked to criticize the use in 
I 
I 
1 some twentieth-century cadenzas of harmonies, melodic figures, rhythms, 
i I 
I and range never found in eighteenth-century woodwind music. 
1 
That the eighteenth-century and twentieth-century concepts of 
I 
1 the cadenza are different is evident. The question is: should we, and 
I 
I can we, return to the eighteenth-century concept? My own belief is that 
w e  should try to follow the original intention as closely as possible 
I 
i in the performance of any mvsic, "early" or otherwise. Performances 
? 
I of music from the first half of the eighteenth century that attempt to 
I 
1 
I 
I recover the original mode of performance are now commonplace. When 
I 
I more attention has been drawn to the necessity of performing music 
1 from the second half of the eighteenth century in such a manner, "auth- 
I 
i 
1 entic" performances of this music also should become frequent. We can 
I 
I make a start with the cadenza, 
! 
I I can see two main obstacles to the re-education of the modern 
I 
woodwind performer. First, the usual kind of twentieth-century caden- 
! 
, 
I za has retained a certain popularity because it is idiomatic for the 
, 
! 
I twentieth-century instrument, and because it affords the performer a i 
I chance to display his technique. Second, performers and listeners 
I 
I 
1 alike have come to expect a cadenza of some length, especially for a 
I 
i 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
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Solo Cadenzas for Regensburg Oboe Concertos 
Anon,ymous oboe concerto in C major, 
Regensburg, Inc,TIa,4, 
2nd mvt., Andante moderato in C. I\ 
Anonymous oboe concerto in G minor ( prp,bably by Fyanz Anton Rosett i-- 
see Humiston, op. cit., p . ,  124). 
Regensburg, Inc,ITa-, 5,: I 
I 1st mvt., Allegro in C. I 
2nd mvt., Andante quasi Adagio in 314. 
Anonymous oboe concerto in Bb major, 
Regensburg, Inc.IIa,lZ, 
2nd mvt., Adagio in 3/8. 
~ l e s s m d r o  Besozzi. oboe-- concerto -in F major. 
Regensburg, Besozzi 1, 
1st mvt,, Allegro in C, 
Versions A and B, 
2nd mvt,, Andante in C. 
Version B (version A illegible). 
Alessandro Besozzi. Oboe conce-rto in P .major. 
Regensburg, Besozzi 3. 
1st mvt., Allegro in 214. 
~ ~ e s s a n d r d  Besozzi. Oboe concerto in G major. 
Regensburg, Besozzi 5. 
1st mvt., Allegro in C m  
Versions A and 3. 
I 
2nd mvt . , ~ndante i n  C. 
Versions A , B ,  C (with two alternative endings), and D. 

Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, Oboe concerto i n  C major. 
Regensburg, Dittersd 29. 
l legro in  C. 
2nd mvt., Largo in C . . -  - 
.Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf. Oboe concerto in  C major. 
Regensburg, Dittersd 31. 
2nd mvt., Largo in  3 / 4 .  . 



Ferdinand ~onninger. oboe concerto in C major. 
Regensburg, Donninger 10. 
1st mvt., Allegro moderato in C. 
2nd mvt., Adagio in C. 
\ 
Ferdinand Donninger. Oboe concerto in C major. 
Regensburg, Donninger 11. \ 
+ 
2md mvt., Andante in C. 
A 
I Y I I 
I I I I 
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I 
2nd mvt., Adagio non troppo i n  C. 
I 
Joseph Fia la ,  Oboe concerto i n  D major. 
Regensburg, ~ i a l a  5 - .- . 
1 s t  mvt., Allegro i n  $. 
(probably by Fia la  himself: see  p. 98 above) . -  
I 
Gaspare ~abellone-.- Oboe Concerto in -C major, 
Regensburg, Gabellone 1, 
1st mvt,, Allegro in C, 
Versions A and B. 
- - 
2nd 
Ver 
mvt . , Largo in (C - 
sions A and B (with alternative 
3rd mvt., Allegro in 314. 
f i  A 
Joseph Gosel. Oboe concerto i n  F major. 
* Regensburg, Gosel 1. 
1st rnvt., Allegro i n  $. 
2nd mvt., Andante in 3 / 4 .  
Versions A and B. 
Joseph ~osel. Oboe concerto in Bb 
Regensburg, ~ o s e l  (r;) 
1st mvt., ~ o d e r a t o y n  (2. 
ma j or. 
ndante i n  318. 
Johann Konrad Gretsch.. Oboe concerto i n  D -major. 
Regensburg, Gretsh 1. 
1st mvt,, Allegro non tanto in C. 
2nd mvt., Adagio in $, 


I / 
- - 
161 
- - . . -  -. . --  - 
. - 
Anton Adam P&c hschmidt . oboe concerto i n  D mij or. 
Regensburg, ~ a c  hschmidt 33. 
2nd mvt., Largo in &. 
- - - - - -  
. * 
Anton Adam Pac hschmidt . . Oboe concerto in G minor. 
Regensburg, ~ac.hschidt 35. 
1st mvt., Allegro in C. 1 
Versions A-- and --B . 1 
1 
Besch, Oboe concerto in Bb major. 
Regensburg, Besch 9. , 
1st mvt., Allegro in &. 
Versions A (with alternative ending) and B. I 
I 
, 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 7 
162 
4 
4 
2nd-mvt., Adagio in 214. 
Versions A, B, and C .  
\ 
i 
. . 
P l a  (Joseph ~ l a t s ? )  . Oboe 
Itegensburg, P l a  1. 
1st rnvt., Allegro moderato i n  C, 
. 2nd mvt., Larghetto i n  314. 
3rd rnvt., Allegretto in 318. 
Three cadenzas on the same sheet a s  the preceding, but unconnected 
w i t h  the P l a  concerto, 
Giovanni P l a t t i .  Oboe concerto i n  G major. 
Regensburg, P l a t t i  2. 
1 s t  mvt,, Allegro spir i toso  i n  2/4.  
Versions A and B. 

Franz Xavier Rtchter. Oboe concerto i n  F major. 
Regensburg, Richter 20. 
1 s t  . . mvt., -- Allegro Maestoso i n  (to 
- - -  
2nd mvt., Andante - in  2/4. 
Versions A ,  B ,  and C. 



- .  
Johann Mat thias Sommer. 06oe concerto i n  Bb major. 
Regensburg, Sommer 21. 
2nd mvt., Adagio i n  C. 
Versions-A, 3, C ,  D, E, and Fa 



Johann Matthias Sommer. 
Regensburg, Sommer 23, 
1 s t  mvt,, Allegro molto 
Oboe concerto i n  Bb major. 
2nd:mvt., Andante i n  3 / 4 .  
Thoninger, Oboe concerto i n  A major, 
Regensburg, Thoninger 1. 
2nd mvt., Andante i n  318. 
Versions A and B, 
I 
--- - 
i 
175 
Johann Christoph Vogel. Oboe concerto in Bb major. 
Regensburg, Vogl 4 / I .  
1st mvt., Allegro spirit0 in $. 
Versions-A and B o  
. . 
2nd mvt.,-Adagio non troppo 3.n G o  
Versions A and B o  
I 


Solo Cadenzas for Concertos other than Regensburg Oboe Concertos . 
Anonymous clarinet concerto in D major. 
Regensburg, Inc.IIc,l. 
1st mvt., Allegro in C. 
179 
- .  
Anonymous basset horn concerto in F major, 
Regensburg, Inc,IIc,9. 
Only" -mvt., Allegro in C. 
rn 
W '  
Anonymous horn concerto in Eb major. 
Paris Conservatoire, D 11077. 
1st-mvt., Allegro moderato in C. 

* 
Caroli. F'lute concerto in B minor. 
Reproduced by Schmitz ( ~ u e r f  lute und Querf lutenspiel , p. 63) as caden- 
zas, but really part of the movement. 
Karlsruhe, M.K. 77. 
1st mvt., Allegro ma non troppo in 2 / 4 ;  3rd mvt., Allegro in 3/8. 


184 
(~eo~old?) ~o!!!eluch. . - Clarinet concerto in Eb major, 
~nihokna ~ k o d n f h o  Musea, Prague, XI. E. 83. 
1st mvt., Allegro in C. 
' Antonio Mahaut. Flute concerto- -in D major.- 
Kungliga Musikaliska Akademiens Bibliotek, Stockholm. 
1st mvt,, Allegro andante in C. 
2nd mvt,, Adagio non molto in C ,  
- -- ---- - -- - 
185 
3rd mvt., Allegro moderato in 2/4. 
- - - 
- .  . 
Joseph ~ e s l e v e ~ e k ' .  Flute concerto in -D major. 
Stadtbibliothek, Breslau, Musik Ha 15. 
1st mvt., Allegro mod0 in C. 4 
- .  
- -- 
2nd mvt., in 314. 
- .  
3rd mvt., Al-legro molto in-2/4. 

. - --. 
Reirikrt.  lute concerto i i D  major. 
Kar1sruhe;M.K.-155. Reproduced in Schmitz, QuerflBte, p. 63. 
~ 1st mvt, 
i 
- - 
Franz Anton Rosetti. - Bassoon concertino in Eb major. 
Regensburg, Rosetti 22/11, 
'1st mvZ. ,- Allegretto molto comodo- -in C. 
2nd mvt., Adagio assai in 3 / 4 .  
f i  
-. -- . . - 
Theodor.. von Schacht. Clar inet  concerto i.n--Bb major. 
Regensburg, Schacht 38. 
1 s t  mvt., Allegro-moderato i n  C I  - 
Probably-- by Joaeph -Schier l  .( s e e  .p. 65 above). 
2nd mvt., ~ d a ~ i o  i n  a .  
Theodor von Schacht. Clar inet  concert6 i n  Bb major. 
Regensburg, Schacht 44 .  
1st mvt,, Al legro  i n  C ,  
Probably by Jaseph Sch ier l ,  


Wenzel Woditzka. Flute concerto in D major. 
Karlsruhe, M o K o  1003. 
1st mvt., Allegro in C. 
 he cadenza quoted in Schmitz, Querfltlte und QuerflBtenspiel, p. 64 
for the 3rd mvt. is actually part of the text.) 
Solo Cadenzas for Nonconcertos 
. Antonio Mahaut. Duet for two flutes in D major. 
Karlsruhe, M.K. -267. (In first- flute part.) 
6th-mvt., Largo in 2/4. 
Pietro Nardini. Sonata for flute and basso continuo in G major. 
Instituto Nicolo Paganini, Genoa, M.3.23.33. 
2nd mvt., Adagio in C. 
Giovahni Platti. - Sonata- f-or i l u t e  and- basso-'continuo in' A ma-jor , 
Opus 3 No. 4. NUrnberg, s. 1743. 
1st mvt., Grave e Cantabile in C. 
- -- - 
- - 
Pedagogical Cadenzas 
Charles Delusse. LrArt de la flete traversiere. Paris, z. 1761. 
Cadenzas from set of twelve caprices for solo flute. 

. .- - - 
d . -  - - - A  
~ r a n ~ o i s  Devienp. Method@--pour-,$a flute- par F. I ~ e h e n n e .  F r a n ~ a i s  
et allemand. Offenbach, E. 1805, pp. 62-63. Four cadenzas. 4 

Fran ois Devienne. ~ i m ~ h o n i e  concertante for oboe or clarinet, bassoon, J and orchestra. Paris, s. 1787. 
1st mvt., (-no tempo mark-ing) i n  $. 
(~otted slurs in bassoon part only.) 
- - 




- - 
, 
202 
- - 
Jacob Friedrich4 Kleinknecht. Sonata for two flutes and basso continuo 
in G major. NUrnberg, E. 1764. 
2nd mvt., Andante in 3/8.  
Versions A, B, and C. 
~ a c o d  ~riedrich Kleinknecht . Sonata for two flutes and basso continuo 
in D major. NUrnberg, E. 1764. 
2nd mvt, , Andante in C. 
Versions A, B, and C . .  


Pietro Nardini. Duet for two flutes in D major, 
Genoa, M.3.23.31. 
2nd mvt., Andante in 214. 
Joseph ~iepel, Concerto pastorale in Bb major for clarinet, bassoon, 
and orchestra. Regensburg, Riepel 17. 
2nd mvt., Uno poco Adagio in 314. 


- 
209 
I 
~ 
I 
~ 
Karl Stamitz. Simphonie concertante for oboe or flute, bassoon, and 
orchestra in C major. Paris, z. 1785. 
1st mvt., Allegro- moderato in (d. (~otted slurs in bassoon part only.) 

Karl Stamitz. Concerto for clarinet,--via-lin-(or clarinet), and orches- 
tra in C major. Paris, z. 1777. 
1st mvt., Allegro in $. 
h 
Johann Christoph Vogel. Simphonie concertante for oboe or clarinet, 
bassoon, and orchestra in C major. Paris, E. 1787-88. 
1st mvt., Allegro in C. (~otted slurs in bassoon part only.) 








221 
- - - - " .  
Fran ois Devienne. ~infonia Concertante-for flute-; oboe, horn, bassoon, > and orchestra -in F major. Biblioteca del R. Conservatorio di Musica, 
i Florence, DS.146. 
. 1st mvt,, Allegro in $, 
I 
I 














Addenda 
Gasparo Fritz. Sonata for violin or flute 
No, 2, nodm-, nap. 
1st-mvt., Adagio in C. 
and basso continuo, Opus 2 
~non~io*s clarinet concerto in Eb mqor-i 
Knihovna ~grodnfho Musea, Prague, XLII .F.195. 
1st mvt,, -Allegro moderitbrln.C. 
- - 
Leopold Hof fmann, Flute concerto in D major; 
Re.gensburg, L, Hof fmann 13, 
1st mvt.,. Allegro in €. 
Versions A and Be 

- - 
. - 
Leopold  offm man*. Flute cOncetto in G major. 
* Regensburg, L. Hoffmann 16. 
1st mvt, , Allegro moderato in -C. 
- - 
. - 
2nd mvt., Adagio in 3 / 4 *  
3rd mvt., Vivace in 3 / 4 0  
239 
- "  . . -  
Lecipdld Hoffmann. ~ l u t e  concerto in D major. 
Regensburg, L. Hoffmann 18. 
2nd mvt;, Adagio in 3/8.  
. - 
- - 
. - 
- - 
-. - 
- -- 
. . 
. - 
- - -  
3rd mvi., ~l - legro  mblto i n  - - 2 / L  
. - -  
Leopold Hoffmann. Flute concerto in A major. 
Regensburg, L. Hoffmann 21. 
ls*t mvt., Allegro moderato in C. 
I 
- 
- - 
- .  
- .  - - .  . 
Leopold HO£ fmann. Flute concerto i n  C major. 
Regensburg, L. Hoffmann 23. 
2nd -mvt., Adagioun poco andante i n  3 / 4 ,  
-- - . 
- .  
Kunz. - -  Clarinet concerto i n  Eb major. 
Knihovna Ndrodnfho Musea, Prague, X.B.205. 
Only mvt,, Majestoso i n  C. 


Karl Friedrich Abel. S infonia Concertante for oboe, violin, violon- 
cello and orchestra in G major, Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, Berlin. 
2nd mvt., Adagfbina non tanto in 214. 
~ietro Nardini. Sonata for flute and two vgolins in F major. 
Raccolta Antonio Venturi, Montecatini-Terme, Ms. All. 
2nd mvt-. , -- Andante in 2/4. 


In the first thirty years of the nineteenth century, the wood- 
/ 
wind cadenza became just another kind of etude. The change is 
reflected in the publication in methods--or separately--of callections 
of cadenzas in many keys, often labelled alternately as preludes or 
caprices, showing they were really intended only as practice material. 1 
The transformation of cadenza into 6tude can be seen already in 
the collection of nine cadenzas in the flute method of Charles Nicholl- I 
son. The cadenzas have a preponderance of fast notes and are longer 2 
I 
1 
I and have more ornaments and dynamic markings than their eighteenth- I 1 century counterparts ( see Figure 57). 
For example, Berbiguier wrote 30 ~rglud,es ou points d80rgues (title 
quoted in Frans Vester, Flute Repertoire Catalogue elondon: Nusica 
Rara, 19673, p. 345)--the French term pqint drorgue means a fermata 
sign and thus by extension an ornament played at such a sign--and 
John Beale called his twenty-two pieces cadenzas on the tiile page 
of his flute method, but preludes or flourishes in the text of the 
method (A Complete Guide to the Art of Playing the German, Flute 
C ,  . . - - - -  a. &Jrd edn. ; London, s. 1 2  The prelude for woodwind instrument 
had existed sincb the early eighteenth century. Like the cadenza, 
I it came increasingly to resemble the etude. 
2. The vocal cadenza also became longer at this time. Domenico Corri 
 he Singers Preceptor or Corrit s Treatise, on Vocal Music t 2  vols. ; 
London, 1 8 ,  p 76)  says that 
"when ~adenzes [sic] were first introduced in the practice 
of Vocal Music, the taking breath in the midst of them was 
deemed Treason. But our Modern Cadenzes having become so 
I 
- 
1 widely excursive, more than human breath can execute with I 
I 
I ease, the taking breath before the final Shakes may be ad- 
I missible." 
Figure 57. First cadenza from Charles Nicholson, Nicholsonts Complete 
 ondo don, ca. 1816). 
111) 
I 
j 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
4 
I 
I 
I I 
1 In an early nineteenth-century dictionary, "cadenzav is defined 
1 
I as "a melodic ornament, consisting generally of a succession of notes, 
? 
, 
I  
performed or sung in a brilliant and quick mannerOu3 This describes 
I 
I well the cadenzas of the ~rench flute virtuoso Louis Drouet, who daz- 1 zled the world with his variat'ions on God Save the King. The cadenzas 
I are extremely long and consist almost exclusively of very fast slurred 
I 
I scales and arpeggios (see Figure 58). 
I 
I 
I 
I 3. J.F. Danneley, An Encyclopaedia, or Dictionary of Music  ondo don, 
I 1825). Lpages not numbered3 
I 1 
I 
I 1 
I 
I 


Figure 58 (eontWd,) ,  
